Asb esto s pos sibl e thr eat at UN H
.

By Brendan DuBois

A possibility exists that asbestos, a potential carcinogen, is present in every building on campus,
University officials say.
"We're working under a broac;i brush that every
building has the potential of containing asbestos in it,''
said John Sanders, assistant director of Physical Plant
Operations and Maintenance <PPO&M). "Considering
the age and complexity of the campus, it's a running
assumption."
Sanders said no serious concentrations of asbestos
have been found on campus.
"Right now, there's no need to lock up the campus
and throw away the key.
"We've found that a lot of pipe coverings scattered
around in the heating system contains asbestos,"
Sanders said. "We're also quite sure that some old
floor tiles contain it. They were allowe~ to contain
asbestos and it's safe to assume some have it."
Sander~ also suspects some ceiling tiles may contain
asbestos.

There is no "safe" level of asbestos fibers, Sanders
said.
"I'd be concerned if we found an asbestos-bearing
- substance," he said. "I don't think there's a cut-off
point."
Asbestos was used as a common building material
from 1948 to 1973. It is found in insulation, floor tiles,
pipes and ceiling tiles.
Scientists have recently discovered that asbestos
when broken or disturbed, can release microscopic
asbestc,J fibers. These fibers lodge in lungs and may
cause disorders such as asbestosis or mesothelioma, a
fatal cancer of the chest or abdomen lining.
Last semester, Sanders and Mauri Foster, training
coordinator of PPO&M, became concerned about
reports of asbestos material posing a threat to school
building occupants. During the summer, they made
"spot checks" of certain buildings on campus. They
focused on ceiling tiles and pipe insulation.
"Our interest is a concern with occupants and our
people who have to do renovation," Sanders said. "As

long as asbestos is encapsulated and immobile, it's not
as hazardous as people tHink. Our concern is with the
mechanic cutting a hole in it, planing it--which
makes the fibers airborne and a potential hazard."
Sanders and Foster have received assistance and
guidance from Max Hilgemeir, director of the state
Bureau of Occupational Health. Hilgemeir is working
with the Environmental Protection Agency to determine the asbestos threat in schools in New Hampshire.
According to Foster, there is no federal or state law
requiring school officials to survey their buildings.
"At this point, we're working to find out what the
asbestos threat is on campus," Foster said. "And at
this point in time, there is no mandatory federal laws
or regulations that demand specific action."
.But, Foster said, he and Sanders are voluntarily
making a survey, to be prepared for possible
guidelines coming out of Congress next year.
Hilgemeir said he expected some action by Congress
ASBESTOS, page 4
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Iner gy surc harg e
coul d .up tuiti on
"I know nothing about this."
By Michael Landroche
A proposal of $49 for next said Paul Holloway, chairman of

semester's energy surcharge,
was submitted to Vice-President
for Budget and Administration
Allan Prince.
This semester the energy
surcharge is $23.
Last weekJ Gerald Boothby,
assistant to the director of
J?hysical Plant Operations and
Maintenance submitted the
proposal, which more than
doubles this semester's surcharge.
Boothby said the surc)large
wa~ originally placed on the
tuition bill as a separate line
item to make students aware of
rising energy costs.
"I made the proposal to Allan
Prjnce," Boothby said. "I'm

assuming the Board of Trustees

Although he faces stiff opposition, Durham-UNH Fire Chief Jonathan Greenawalt still seeks
the construction of a new fire station. Monday night the Durham townspeople voted down a
proposed fire station for parking lot B. <Jonathan Blake photo)

Chie f still want s stati on
By Randy Blossom

Durham-UNH Fire Chief
Jonathan Greenawalt said last
night that his department plans
to continue support for the
construction of a new fire station
in Durham, though it faces
considerable opposition.
The proposal for the controversial Lot B fire station failed
to achieve the necessary twothirds majority Monday night at
a special four-hour town meeting
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by more than 600 · should be involved in the total
presentation of (the proposal for)
Durham residents.
University and Durham of- the new building because
ficials have employed the ser- legitimate questions were not
vices of the Isaac and Isaac answered effectively by town
architectural firm and Building officials at the last fown meeting
Planner John Wacker in selecting when the issue was voted down,"
and evaluating possible sites for he said.
Sheldon Prescott, building
the last three years.
The town appropriated $20,000 inspector for Durham, said he is
in funds for preliminary against the proposal because Lot
schematic drawings of the B is a bad location, the need for a
proposed Pettee Brook market new station is not pressing and
site in 1976-77 which was even- the town cannot afford one.
. ·"'I hope I never see Lot B
tually rejected by the University
Board of Trustees. No funds have wasted by a public. service
been appropriated for planning building," Prescott said. "It
offers valuable space to the
the Lot B site.
Greena wait said the Lot B site University for parking, dormitory and classroom space."
is a good one.
Prescott said he also opposes
"It's a good site, but it depends
on your priorities I guess," the employment of outside arGreenawalt said. "There are chitects and planners in conmany self-proclaimed experts . sidering possible sites.
"The last thing we should do is
among the townspeople who
claim to know everything about hire some outside, disinterested
the fire department and where it opportunists to tell us what to·
do," he said.
should be situated."
Prescott said that though the
Greenawalt said a lack of
commitment from town officials fire department is discouraged
was detrimental to the proposal. with the failure of the most recent
''At the next town meeting, I
feel that the fire department STATION, page 9

a~tended

will go with it."
According to Mark Eicher of
the UNH News Bureau, the
proposal will go before the
Finance and Budget Committee
of The Board of Trustees
November 7.
The proposal was announced at
the Student Senate meeting
Sunday night by Kendra Mar:_oon
of the Residential lJife Committee as ap informational item.
"They have to agree with it
before it goes before the · full
Board,'' Eicher said.

.the Finance and Budget Committee.
'~whoever released this information," he said, "was acting
premature and irresponsibly."
Holloway said the surcharge, if
passed by the Finance and
Budget Committee, would
probably go before the entire
Board as an informational item.
Boothby said the increase was
due to the hike in oil prices.
"Last fall we paid twleve
dollars and two cents per barren
of number six oil," he said. "The
current price now is twenty two
dollars and seventy-three cents.
I'm gambling with the forty-nine
dollars. OPEC is talking another
40 percent increase, and Pm
assuming that there are no increases in consumption over last
year."
Study Body President Doug
Cox said there will be a resolution
introduced at Sunday night's
meeting recommending that the
propqsed energy· surcharge be
approved by the full Board of
Trustees.
Carol Bishoff, director of
Residential Life said, From a
student perspective I'm sorry
that the surcharge is as high as it
SURCHARGE, page 6

Faul ty wirin g is
still unre pair ed
Although the electrical systems of 12 University buildings are
known to be "dangerous", no starting date for repairs has been set
by the Physical Plant Operation and Maintenance.
Durham-UNH Fire Chief Jonathan Greenawalt, said the greatest
danger is a fire from overloading the individual outlets. "We don't ·
expect buildings. to burst into flames," he said.
An Aug. 17 report to the Trustee's Safety Committee said "corrective actions should be taken immediately."
No decision, however, has been made on when the repairs will
begin, or which repairs will be done first.
Larry Wahl, foreman of electrical services at UNH,
is no starting date yet, it's still being looked at."
Gerry Tremain, University System assistant director of Physical
Pland Development and utilization, sair the Safety Committee
Meeting minutes show they plan "to begin right away."
But Safety Committee member William Evans said, "I am very
much concernea mat no one is giving attention to it (the repairs) .
Tremain and the rest keep talking and talking about starting when
they get the money-it took a couple of years to get rewiring in
Congreve.''
Since the money in the University budget for major repairs has
already been spent, Tremain said he has recommended the money
come from dorm reserves or from a fund used for building
restoration and renovation-but added, " It's up to the campus administration to decide where the money comes from.''
Cathy Mabry
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--News Briefs-- Recycling dumpsters removed
Bliss promoted
_ Lt. Donald Bliss, of the Durham-UNH Fire Department was
promoted in title to Fire Marshal as of yesterday.
The title of Fire Marshal is a rec1assiflcat1pn of the position
Bliss has held for the past four or five years.
Bliss, 29, is the first Fire Marshal of the UNH-Durham Fire
Department, and ranks number three under the Fire C~ief and
the Deputy Fire Chief.
Bliss has been working at the fire station since he was a student
at UNH in the spring of 1970. He became a full-time firefighter in
July, 1973. Since then he has been part of the operating staff of the
fire station. He now belongs to the Professional Administrative
and Technical (PAT) staff.
_
Bliss is in charge of fire prevention, building inspections, code
·enforcement, engineering services, public education programs,
and fire investigations.
Firefighter Robert Wood was also recently promoted to acting
lieutenant to replace Lt. James Breslin, who resigned.
Bliss will receiv~ a pay hike with his new status to $15,240. He
denied comment on his pay as lieutenant.

By Cathy Mabry
According to Durham Select- that they would "take care of the
The Shop 'N Save recycling ' woman Maryanna Hatch, the dumpsters."
But Cromby said this was "not
Shop 'N Save parking lot "is
dumpsters have been removed.
The dumpsters, removed last private property, and not part of true, it was never budgeted by
the selectmen.''
spring for construction, will the Durham police duties."
Vandalism was one reason for
Keeping the area clean has
probably not be returned because
of problems with vandalism, been another problem Hatch the mess around the dumpsters,
according to Hatch. "It is an attrash and noise, according to said.
Although the University emp- tractive nuisance for kids to
town officials.
.
They are now at the town ties the recycling dumpsters, it break bottles," she said.
In addition, she said, the wind
is the town that is responsible for
dump.
swept papers loose, garbage was
Samual Tamposi and Edward cleaning it she said.
Save Our Resources Today dumped and in winter materials
LeHoullier, owners of the shopping center, said they will not CSORT), is a Durham-based became caked in the ice.
Another problem, according to
allow the dumpsters to be group that has worked to get
replaced unless Durham main- recycling established iri town, Hatch, is where to put the dumptains the area which includes put- and according to Margaret Bogle sters so noise will not bother
ting up screens, clean-up, police of SORT, Publics Works Director
George Cromby indicated to her DUMPSTERS, page 7
patrol and insurance.

Wall Street protest 'effective'
By Randy Blossom

Frost originals ·given
The Dimond Library has received more than 50 boxes of
original works of renown New Hampshire poet Robert Frost.
According to Professor Librarian Donald Vincent Leslie Frost
Ballantine, the poet's daughter, is donating the box~s of original
manuscripts, all recordings that Frost made letters and some
diaries that were written by Ballantine when' she liv~d with her
father in Derry, N.H.
Acquisitions Librarian Robert Reed and Special Collections
Librarian Barbara White were in New York yesterday to pick up
the material, Vincent said.
"We just don't know what to expect," Vincent said. "She's given
us some of her diaries before, but nothing like this."
There will be a special display of the Frost material he said
but not before it has all been catalogued.
'
'
/

Car pooling to begin
A car pooling campaign to benefit UNH students faculty and
staff began Tuesday.
The campaign is sponsored by the Commuter Center and the
Commuter Council of the Student Senate.
_
"We've started a filing system so that University commuters,
not only students, who are interested in car pooling can locate
other people who a~e interested in car pooling in their area," said
Lynne Bolduc Chairwoman of the Commuter Council.
Tim Kirwan, who.is heading the project, said the University may
receive a gridded map of the seacoast area from the Governor's
Council on Energy if the response is great enough.
"We need two to three hundred people who are interested in
order to get the grid,'' he said. ·
The state has already given us some advertising assistance
according to Kirwan.
'
"We've put posters around the University," Kirwan said "and
have started acvertising on WUNH. The response hasn't been
great because we've only been going for two days.
"Generally we're an informational service," he said.

Correctioll ·
In the Tuesday issue of The New Hampshire, Assistant
Professor of Political Science Robert Craig was inadvertently left
out as co-director of a polling effort with Associate Professor of
Political Science David Moore.
Student interviewers in Craig's course on political parties and
Professor of Political Science Robert Dishman's course on the
presidency also contributed to the polls.
The New Hampshire regrets its error.

The weather
T~ere is a 100 percent chance of rain today according to the
National Weather Service in Concord.
'
Variable winds will be from the northwest from five to 15 miles
per hour.
Tomorrow's forecast calls for rain.

Effective is how protestors and
authorities judged Monday's nonviolent anti-nuclear demonstration at the New York Stock
Exchange, on Wall Street.
"The demonstrators made
their point loud and clear without
the use of violence. There was a
minimum amount of trouble and
a
maximum
amount
of
cooperation. It was a long and
tiring day, but it was very well
done,'' said Officer · Richard
Swanson of the Manhattan South
Patrol Bureau.
The Manhattan South Bureau,
led by Deputy Chief Michael V.J.
Willis coordinated the network of
police on the scene.
"Ninety percent of these ·kids
didn't cooperate with their
arrests, but their wasn't a nasty
one in the bunch" Willis told the
New York Times Tuesday.
Grace Hedeman, press coordinator for this phase of the
Manhattan Project aimed at
targeting large corporate investments in the nuclear industry, said more than 100 affinity groups comprised the 942
protestors who were registered
for civil disobedience as of 4 a.m.
the morning of the protest.
Hedeman's War Resistor's
League office in lower Manhattan
was the headquarters for support
WALL ST., page 8

Abbey
will
speak
By David Foster
"Wilderness, wilderness ... We
scarcely know what we mean by
the term, yet the sound of it
draws all whose nerves and
emotions have not yet been
irreparably stunned, deadened,
numbed by the caterwauling of
commerce, the sweating scramble for profit and domination."
So writes author and naturalist
Edward Abbey in his book
"Desert Solitaire." Abbey will
lecture on "The Current Status of
the American Environmental
Movement" as well as read from
works in progres§ Tuesday at 8
p.m. in the Strafford Room of the
Memorial Union Building.
Abbey, an outspoken critic of
the National Park Service, has
lived in the Southwest since 1947.
He is the author of several books,
including "The Monkey Wrench
Gang," "Fire on the Mountain"
and "Desert Solitaire."
He warned readers in "Desert
Solitaire," his best-known work,
not to drive out to see the
beautiful
canyonlands
he
described so graphically.
"In the first place you can't see
anything from a car," he wrote.
"You've got to get out of the goddammed contraption and walk,
better yet crawl, on hands and
ABBEY, page 15

More than . a thousand nuclear protestors were arrested
Monday durmg a rally on Wall Street. <George Newton photos)

Possible sight saver
designed by student
to convert the information from
constructed by Doug Mc- commercially available
Br1d.e, a se~ior majoring in Elec- ultrasonic units and into a type of
tromc Engineering Technology signal· that computers can recogthrough the Bachelor of Engi- nize.
neering in Technology <BET)
"This project means a lot to me
program at UNH.
because it is a direct publication
The device, which McBride of the skills that I have learned
refers to as an ''ultrasonic optical while studying engineering,'' he
scanner," will be able to detect said. "More imoortantlv. I guess
tumors, detached retinas, lens I feel pretty good about being inproblems, and foreign bodies in volved in an effort that will give
the eye when it is perfected.
doctors an effective tool to help
.The optical scanner uses high treat serious eye disorders."
frequency (above human hearing
Dr. Donal$i Melvin, who is
range) sound waves that are
directed in a thin beam toward associate dean of engineering
the part of the eye that needs to and director of BET at UNH says
be studied. When the audio waves ·that Doug's project is one of three
strike different structures of the that are being conducted by BET
eye, some of the waves bounce seniors this year.
back into the scanner, where a
"Students who
completed
small computer will convert the the BET programhave
at UNH have
signals i_nto a visual image on a traditionally been hired readily
TV screen.
by engineering firms," Melvin
Similar ultrasonic machines said, "due to the fact that the
are in existence which can obtain senior projects that these studenvisual images of a cross-section ts work on have been of high
of the human body.
quality and direct benefit to the
McBride is specifically work- engineering industry as a
ing on the prob_lem of trying whole."
J:-. possible eyesight saver is

be~ng
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Announ ces presiden tial hid

Tho mso n deci des to run
By Dennis Cauchon

Former New Hampshire Gov.
Meldrim Thomson, Jr. declared
himself as the Constitution
Party's candidate for president
Wednesday morning.
Thomson will not run in the
primaries but instead he will
attempt to put himself on the
ballot of as many states as
possible.
The 67-year-old Orford resident
and member of the John Birch
Society said national security,
inflation, energy and morality
will be the major issues.
"We must immmdiately reject
the proposed SALT II treaty,"
Thomson said, ''reinstitute a
uniform and fair national draft,
substantially increase our appropriation for national security,
build the B-1 bomber, the cruise
and MX missile, and the neutron
bomb.
"We must walk softly upon the
mountains spreading good
tidings of peace while at the same
time carrying a big stick to
confound the evil forces now
loose in the world," he said.
Thomson said if he qualified for
matching federal funds he would
refuse them as an example of
Former New Hampshire Gov. Meldrim Thomson announced how frugally he spends tax
this
States
his candidacy for the presidency of the United
money.
week. Thomson will run under the banner of the Constitutional
Peter Thomson wit e his
Party.
father's campaign manager just

as he was in each of his father's
gubernatorial campaig~s. A
Florida businessman and former
chairman of the American Party,
Rufus Shackelford will be
Thomson's chief fundraiser.
The announcement, which was
made in Washington, D.C., ended
speculation that Thomson would
challenge Senator John Durkin in
.
1980.
Conservative Action, a group
Thomson has headed since his
loss to Gov. Hugh Gallen last
year, will disband to work on
Thomson's presidential campaign.
Cathy Boudreau, Conservative
Action's office manager, said
Thomson's campaign was not a
sign of disenchantment with his
political ally Ronald Reagan;
rather it was a "veering away"
from the two major parties which
are too bogged down to accomplish anythhg.
On energy, 'l'homson said the
government should get off the
backs of the oil companies so they

could mount a crash program of
energy production.
Thomson 'said he would cut the
"bloated bureaucracy" in
Washington by at l~ast 10 percent. This would then balance the
budget and end inflation, he said.
"We hypocritically drive God
from our public schools while
calling on his guidance in our taxsupported legislative chambers,
support abortions with taxpayers' money and endure or
encourage a host of gross acts of
immorality," Thomson said.
The Constitution Party intends
to launch campaigns against
liberal members of Congress
also, Thomson said.
"We ~all do all we can to
Congress
from
eliminate
senators who have dangerously
weakened the financial fabric of
the nation and who jepordize the
freedom of Americans,'' he said.
"Men like Senators Kennedy and
Baker who have a long record of
THOMSON, page 14

SBP Cox asks for
LaR ouch e prob e

Student Body President Doug Labor Party people, then there
Cox wants an investigation of should be no recognition of ·a
U.S. Labor Party Presidential LaRouche organization on
campus.," Cox said.
candidate Lyndon LaRouche
"However, he said, "unless
before a campus-level Labor
Vincent.
something can be substantiated
UNH.
at
allowed
is
Party
"Much of our budget is spent on
disciplinary interests," Vincent
Cox will ask the Student as far as the illegalities of the
said. "I have no idea whether Organizations Committee to look LaRouche operation, then they .
additional money can be into allegations made_ in New should have a group on campus."
allocated to the library. It all . York Times' articles that Labor
The article states "Over the
depends on the financial state of
members of the U.S.
years,
the university."
Party members have attacked
Hull said there will be some U.S. Communist Party members Labor Party and its predecessors
money left to distribute to the and have disrupted meetings of have been arrested on a variety
departments. The money may lef~-wing groups.
of criminal ch-arges - kidcome from unexpected · energy
savings or from what is left from
An attempt by the Labor Party napping, possession of guns,
the emergency funds, he said.
to acquire a cache of weapons assault - but there have been
The funding for the new turn- was also alleged in the articles. few convictions."
style at the library's main enLaRouche is the founder and
"If any of. this stuff in the
trance had no effect on the
acquisition department's budget, Times articles is true, such as the former Chairman of the Labor
storing of weapons arsenals by Party.
Hull said.

Libra ry hook funds deple ted
By Michael Landroche

The University's Dimond
Library has no funds to purchase
books for academic departments
for the rest of the year.
Professor
to
According
Librarian Donald Vincent, the
acquisitions department of the
library has $13,000 as of the end of
August.
"Our budget was $671,300,"
Vincent said. "Out of that money
acquisitions had to pay for
periodical renewal, serials,
standing orders, binding, and
other committed funds.
"That amount came to
$618,000," he said. "So we had
about $53,000 left. By the end of
August, the departments had
spent $40,000 of that money. So we
had $13,000 to carry us through

the rest of the year. Theoretically
no 'free funds' are being
allocated to the academic
departments," he said.
''This is the first year that
we've run into this situation,"
said John Hull, assistant
acquisitions librarian.
··we did prognosticate several
years ago,'' Hull said, ''that if the
budget wasn't agrandized there
would be no free funds with which
to buy departmental books."
"We're being as careful as we
can with the remaining $13,000,"
Vincent said.
The remaining money is being
used for emergencies, such as
purchasing reserve books and
replacing heavily used books,
Vincent said.
Most of the $618,000 is going to
the departments, according to

NH Draft -Ken nedy
office s close down
By Joel Brown

.

Organizers of New Hampshire's Draft-Kennedy movement
closed their four headquarters
yesterday.
our
disbanding
''We're
headquarters," said Robert
Raich, spokesman for New
Hampshire's The Democrats For
Change. "We're closing it down,
taking the signs out of the window. We're going to put
, everything in storage and go
home."
The dissolution of the '
Democrats For Change follows
U.S. Sen. Edward Kennedy's mMass.) authorization on Monday
of a Kennedy For President
'Exploratory Committee,' the
embryonic stage of an official
campaign committee.
·'In accordance with the
campaign laws, we have to go out
of business now," Raich said
Wednesday. "None of us can
have any contact with Kennedy's
people until we're all shut down."
Co-chairwomen of Democrats
For Change, Executive Councilor
Dudley Dudley, and Joanne
Symons have no intention of
calling or contacting Kennedy's
campaign committee.
Donald Langan, Hillsboro
for
Coordinator
County
Democrats for Change, said
Dudley stated she will work for
Kenn~dy's election campaign if

asked.
During its seven months of
operation Draft-Kennedy efforts
m New Hampshire raised almost
$75,000.
"A lot of that has already been
spent," Raich said. "But there's
a lot left over-we don't have the
exact figures right now."
Under the campaign laws, the
Democr~ts For Change can only
contribute $5,000 to the Kennedy
.
Committee.
''The five thousand inCludes
said.
Raich
everything,"
"Buttons, bumperstickers, signs,
cash, our time, everything. We're
going to have to wait until all the
bills are paid, then see how much
we have left, and try to figure out
what to do.
"We're all going to have to find
something else to do. The staff
will be paid through this week,
and they'll get another week's
severance pay."
The Democrats For Change
have 20 paid staffers throughout
...
the state.
Raich said they hadn't really
expected Kennedy to authorize
an exploratory committee so
soon, but denied that Gov. Hugh
Gallen's staunch support of Pres.
Jimmy Carter is making the N.H.
Democratic .Primary race
tougher than expected.

KENNEDY, page 5

Woodruff House residents try their first solar powered shower this week. (Jonathan Blake
-photo)

Day care cente r rema ins open
By Nancy Carr
The Newmarket Day Care Center received $4000 to remain open
until January when a new contract will be negotiated.
The Center was scheduled to
close today due to financial
troubles.
Director Kathy Dagostino said
she was told Wednesday morning
that the center would receive the

additional funds.
Four thousand dollars is a bare
minimum amount but it will
enable the Center to stay open for
November and December, the
crucial period until a new contract is negotiated,Dag ostino
said.
Donations from parents which
will total $400 a month will also
help keep the Center open, accor-

ding to Dagostino.

.

For two months the Center will operate on a minmum staff of
four teachers. The teachers will
be cooking. The number of staff is
still within the ratio guidelines,
according to Dagostino, ai'ld
there are four volunteers now

DAY CARE, page 5
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UNH faces asbestos
ASBESTOS

continued from page 1

HOW rAN I
MAKE THE
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WHO IS WITHOUT A DREAM
Fr. Jerry Miller, M.S.
La Salette Vocation Office
Ipswich, Mass. 01938
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in several months .
"Laws about asbestos in schools are on the drafting
stage," Hilgemeir said. "It's very possible that federal
regulations will be promulgated by June of next year.''
Hilgemeir said a big problem facing schools with
possible asbestos hazards is money.
"The big kicker is that total removal of asbestos
from a school building is very expensive,'' he said. ''A
lot of money is involved, and the financial situiation is
talked about a lot. There might be a school building and .
it'll cost millions of dollars to strip it of asbestos."
There are more than 90 buildings on campus.
.
But removal of asbestos is only one remedy if
asbestos is found, according to Foster. Total removal
would only be used if the asbestos is a serious threat,
since the stripping may increase the cancer threat by
causing more fibers to break free.
Total removal is also expensive compared to three
o.ther remedies:
•Encapsulation, the ceiling tile or insulation is coated
with a sealant that would prevent fiber release.
•Enclosure, the asbestos product would be enclosed
by another product, such as a suspended ceiling below
one containing asbestos.
•Deferred action, when nothing is done, but the
asbestos product is surveyed on- a regular basis to
make sure no asbestos fibers have been released.
Foster and Sanders are concerned with those
·asbestos products that are "friable," tend to crumble
~asily and release the potential cancer-causing fibers.
There are eight factors that can increase the fiber
hazard, Foster said, which include material condition
and age, possible water damage; accessibility; and
exposure of area and asbestos content of the product.
Sanders and Foster are checking only those building
rooms that will be renovated. The building materials in
the renovation area are checked, and if asbestos
product is suspected samples are sent to the Bureau of
Occupational Health, which does free analysis.
In the future, however, Sanders and Fosterhope to do
a more complete survey of the potential asbestos
danger on-campus.
"We anticipate to be cataloging the asbestos threat
room by room, building by building," Foster said. "I'll
assume that we'll be 50 percent complete on campus by
January first."
If a large amount of money is needed to counter the
asbestos problem, the University may make an
emergency appeal to the state legislature, Sanders
said.
"I expect guidelines by early 1980," Foster said. "By
that time, we'll know what the danger is on campus."
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Center gets
money
DAY CARE

continued from page 3
working within the Center.
There are presently 17 children
enrolled.
Tuesday a sign appeared on the
door of the Center stating
"Parents, we are not closing. We
are enrolling more children."
"We just decided we weren't
going to close yet,'' Dagostino
said. The Center is starting a
campaign of advertising in hopes
of enrolling more children, she
added.
The Center is ''not just a
babysitting service,'' according
to Dagostino. It offers a complete

school readiness program ineluding a nursery afid kindergarten curriculum integrated into
the day care program. The head
teachers have a four-year degree
in early childhood education; at
least two years' experience in
early childhood education is
required of the assistant
teachers. The program includes
music and art activities, structured and free play time.
Two meals and two snacks are
offered each day. The Center is
open week-days from 7:30 to 5:30.

c

s A P A
H o M E R
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R E

o

THE CAT NIP PUB
Happy Hour Specials

Kennedy
KENNEDY

continued from page 3
"You can never discount the
advantage of the Presidency
when you're running against an
incumbent," Raich said. "It's
surely going to be a hard fought
battle in New Hampshire."
In the past few months, Carter
has obtained some $70 million in
federal funds for projects in the
state, such as a highway through
Crawford Notch, the Gallen's
personal project, a commuter
train from Concord to Boston.

Sun. 1-5p.m.

Pitchers of Bloody Marys
/

I
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campus calendar
FRIDAY, November 2

CHE/CIID SEMINAR: "Review-of SERI's Innovative Wind
Energy· Systems Program," Dr. Irwin Vas, Manager, Wind.
Energy Systems, SERI. Kingsbury Hall, Ro.om 303, .from
'1:30-2:30 p.m.
COMPUTER SCIENCE COLLOQUIUM--SERIE3 ON ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE: "Toward Programs That Know
Which Way Is Up," Professor David Waltz, University of
Illinois. Kingsbury, M308, at 3 p.m.
HOTEL ADMINISTRATION GOURMET DINNER: "The
Montreux Jazz Festival." Granite State Room, Memorial
Union. Reception/cash bar, 6:30 p.m.; dinner/entertainment, 7:30 p.m. Tickets $13 per person; on sale at the MUB
Ticket Office. The dinner will be presented again on Saturday, November 3. (Because of N.H. law, no one under 20
· will be admitted unless accompanied by parent or guardian.)
LECTURE AND WORKSHOP ON OUT-OF-BODY EXPERIENCES: .Lecture will be held at 7 p.m; in the Hillsborough Room of the Memorial Union on Friday evening;
workshop will be held on Saturday, November 3 in the
Grafton Room of the Memorial Union, from 10 a.m.-S p.m.
Speaker: Dr. Dale lronson, PhD, Franklin Pierce College.
Bring lunch for workshop: Sp.onsored by the Parapsychology Club.
LECTURE SERIES--THE REFLECTION OF THE OCEAN
IN OUR LIVES: "National and International Marine Issues."
Speakers: David Larson and Robert Corell. lddles
Auditorium, 8 p.m. Sponsored by Speakers Bureau/DCE/
The New England Center, with special assistance from the
University's Marine Advisory Program. Advance
registration at DCE (862-2015) requested for admission. Last
lecture of series: November 9.
MUB PUB: The Spectras, 8 p.m. 20 and over only; $.SO
cover .charge.
SATURDAY, November 3

Now through Sat. Nov.10th
Today's Answer to Yesterday's 5 &.10( Store

Mill Road
Durham Shopping Center
Durham, N.H.

SUNDAY, November 4

MEN'S HOCKEY EXHIBITION GAME: vs. Lowell, Snively
Arena, 7 p.m. Adults $2; $1 for students 16 and under, and
for UNH students with athletic tickets.
MUSO FILM SERIES: "Pumping Iron," starring Arnold
Schwarzenegger. Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 7 and
9:30 p.m. Admission $.75 or MUSO Film Pass.
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA CONCERT: Mark DeVoto,
Conductor. Johnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8
p.m.
MUB PUB: Rick Bean with oldies, 8 p.m. 20 and over only;
$.SO cover charge.

CHUGGA
CHUGGA
It's the funniest, craziest board
game ever. As MAD as the
MAGAZINE itself. To win, you
have to lose everything. The
entire family will love playing.
For 2-4 players, ages 8-adult.

INTERCOLLEGIATE HORSE SHOW: Riders from 2S
colleges will compete against each other on UNH horses.
Horse Barns, 9 a.m. Free admission. Sponsored by the UNH
Horseman's Club.
WOMEN'S 1 FIELD HOCKEY: Southern Connecticut,
Memorial Field, 1 p.m. ·
SENIOR RECITAL: Helen Tremblay, piano. Bratton Recital
Hall, Paul Creative Arts Center, 3 p.m.
MUB PUB: The Spectra,s, 8 p.m. Open to all; $.SO cover
charge.

CHOO·
CHOO

MONDAY, November 5

Live 8 Inch
. Hanging
Foliage Baskets
•Wandering Jew
• Varigated Spider

Pole
Planter
• 3 Hooks
•Brass
Color

•Grape Ivy
•Asparagus

VISA

Shopping Is Fun and Easy at Wellwood •

WSBE MARKETING DAY: Five speakers to answer and
discuss questions on Industrial Marketing; Retailing; Sales
Management; Marketing Research; and Advertising. McConnell Hall, Room 314, from 8 a.m.'-4:30 p.m. Free
refreshments.
COMPUTER SCIENCE COLLOQUIUM--SERIES ON ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE: "New Explorations of Space,"
by Professor Benjamin Kuipers, Tufts University.
Kingsbury 319, at 4 p.m.
MEN'S BASKETBALL SPECIAL EVENT: UNH vs. the
Yugoslavian team. Lundholm Gymnasium, Field House, at
7 p.m. Admission $3.SO for adults; $2 for students 16 and
under, and for students with athletic tickets.
CELEBRITY SERIES: Eli Wallach & Anne Jackson. POSTPONED. PREVIOUSLY SCHEDULED FOR NOVEMBER s
& 6--WILL BE RESCHEDULED DURING SECOND
SEMESTER.

The New Hampshire <USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semi~
weekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room 151
of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business office
hours: Tuesday and Thursday 1to3 p.m., Wednesday and Friday 9 a.m. to 2
p.m. Academic year subscription: $9.00 Third class postage paid at
Durham, N.H. 03824. Advertisers should check their ads the first day. The
New Hampshire will in no case be responsible for typographical or other
errors, but will reprint that part of an advertisement in which a typographical error appears, if notified immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New Hampshire, Room 151, MUB, UNH, Durham,
N.H. 03824. 11,000 copies per issue printed at Courier Publishing Co.,
Rochester, N.H.
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GENERAL
AREA II HOUSE COUNCIL TRAINING PROGRAM:
Friday, November 2, Berkshire Room, New England
Center, at 6:45 p.m. All Area II House Council members
are welcome to attend.
CHANGE IN NOVEMBER FIELD HOUSE
SCHEDULE: Revised pool hours--Friday, November 2,
7:30-9:45; Saturday, November 3, CLOSED; Sunday,
November 4, 1-3:00and 7:00-8:30.
A SERIES OF SEMINARS ENTITLED "In the Beginning ... At the End" will be held weekly on Sundays
through November 4, in the Durham Community Church
parlor, from 9-9:45 a.m. This week's seminar, Sunday,
November 4: "Did Man Evolve by Chance or Design?"
Dr. Owen Rogers, Professor of Genetics and Plant
Science, UNH. The series is sponsored by the Adult
Education Task Force of the Community Church.
DEUTSCHE KAFFEESTUNDE: Everybody who wants
to practice German is invited to do so in an informal atmosphere over a cup of coffee or chocolate and some
baked goods. Mondays, 3-4 p.m., Murkland 9.
ITALIAN LUNCHEON: Tuesdays, 12 noon-1 p.m. ,
Murkland 102. All those in the campus community who
wish to practice their Italian are invited to attend.

ACADEMIC
THE WOMEN'S STUDIES REVIEW COMMITTEE will
conduct an open hearing on the past accomplishments
and future directions of the Women's Studies Program
on Wednesday, November 7, from 3:30-5:30 p.m . in the
Forum Room of the Library. Interested faculty and
students are urged to attend. Your comments and
suggestions will be appreciated.

RELIGION
INFORMAL, NON-CREDIT SURVEY OF THE

Surcharge

RELIGIOUS IDEAS OF THE BIBLE : Every Tuesday,
Campus Ministry lounge, Wolff House, from 12 :30-2 p.m.
The sessions which are led by David Grainger, Campus
Chaplain, are open and free.

CAREER
INFORMATION ON CAREER PLANNING AND
PLACEMENT will be available to students by staff
counselors on Monday, November 5, from 1-4 p.m.,
MUB balcony.

CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
WILDLIFE SOCIETY MEETING: Monday, November
5, Pettee Hall, Room 104, at 7 p.m. Everyone is
welcome.
ANIMAL INDUSTRY CLUB : Meeting, Wednesday,
November 7, Kendall 202, at 7:30 p.m. Mr. Dwight Barney will speak on livestock. Important information on
trip to Vermont. Anyone planning to go should attend.
CIVIL
OF
<AMERICAN ·SOCIETY
ASCE
ENGINEERS) MEETING: Tuesday, November 6,
Room 230, Kingsbury Hall, from 1-2 p.m . Ms. Joanne
Buehler from the N.H. Public Service Company will be ·
speaking on Seabrook and the role of PSC of N.H.
THE GRANITE YEARBOOK : Organization meeting,
Wednesday, November 7, Room 125, Memorial Union
fGr;mite office), 4-~ p.m., and 6-7 p.m. Open to all.
INTER-VARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP:
Meeting, Friday, November 2, McConnell 218, at 7: 30
p.m. A time of fellowship and worship.
OLD TIME MUSIC CLUB MEETINGS: Every Tuesday,
Hamilton Smith, Room 218, from 7 p.m .-midnight.
Everyone is welcome.
The "Notices" section appears in each issue of The New
Hampshire. Please submit information to the Administration Office, Room 322, Memorial Union.

·
SURCHARGE

continued from page 1
is.
" On the other hand," she said,
"I understand the increase cost
of energy and how much money it
takes to run residential buildings.
Next semester's students should
pay for next semester's charges.
It's unfor.tunate and regretful
but it's realit~.:·

Boothby said the University
purchased less oil in September
of this year than last year.
"But we used more electricity," he said.
"I had to work. on this real
early, in order to get it on the
tuition bill, it had to be ready by
December twenty second. Before
that it has to go before the
Trustees."
If the surcharge is not passed
by the Trustees, Bishoff said,
students will probably pay for it
in increased room rents next fall.
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Welcome back special 'thru Oct.
with UNH I .D. 's

Phone:(603)659-2943 .
Tues. - Fri. .
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•PRECISION HAIRCUTTING •

a.

will lecture on "The Current Status of the American
Environ.mental Movement" as well as give
readings of work in progress.

November 6, 1979
at 8:00 p.m.
Strafford Room, Mem.orial Union Building
Wilderness is not a luxury but a neccesity of
the human _spirit, and as vital to our lives as
water and good bread.
Edward Abbey, Desert Solitaire
"Edward ~bbey is
the Thoreau of
The American desert."
Larry McMurty
The Washington Post

Tickets are Free and can be picked up
at the Elliott Alumni Center
Sponsored by the Environmental Mini Dorm and
the UNH Alumni Association
IXE.C*ID.
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Dumpsters
DUMPSTERS
continued from page 2
nearby residents. The one place
left is between buildings "where
the Salvation Army bins are,"
she said.
Also, before the dumpsters can
be returned Tamposi and
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LeHoullier want screens put
around the bins, and they want
the area insured.
Despite the problems the
dumpsters created, Hatch would
''love to see them put back for
convenience."
But said Cromby, "we put a
number of bins in the community,
there is ample space for people to
recycle .."
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Newmarket, N.H.
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PEOPLE

reg. $20.00

NOW $6.99

COUNTRY

PEOPLE

(across from Timberland Sh~e)

(across from Timberland Shoe)

Hours 10-5 Mon-Sat
Friday until 7

Turtlenecks
Adult sizes

N~~s~ 9

NOW $2.99

OUNTRY

COUNTRY

0

ARMY ROTC. ARMY NATIONAL GUARD. ARMY RESERVE.

Pre-washed
Denim Jackets

98 Main St.
Newmarket, N.H.
659-5949

Knee Hi's

Before you graduate from college! Because now, you can combine service in the Army Reserve or National Guard with Army
ROTC. It's called the Simultaneous Membership Program (SMP).
And, depending on your academic yeat when you enter, SMP
can help you earn over $6,500.
Here's how it works. If you qualify and a vacancy is available,
.you become a member of an Army Reserve or National Guard unit
as an officer trainee and, at the same time, enroll in the Army
ROTC advanced course at your college. Your Reserve or Guard
membership will pay you at the minimum level of Sergeant E-5, and
you'll receive $100 a month during the regular school year as an
Army ROTC advanced course cadet.
At the end of your second year of advanced ROTC, you'll be
commissioned a second lieutenant and, assuming there's a vacancy,
serve with a Guard or Reserve unit while you complete the requirements for your college degree. Upon graduation, you may continue service with a Guard or Reserve unit while pursuing your
civilian career, or you can, if you prefer, compete for active duty as
an Army officer.
So if you'd like to earn over $6,500 while you're still in college,
get into SMP. Because SMP can help you do it. You can bank on it!
For further information, contact the Professor of Military
Science at your school.

Juniors~

98 Main St.
Newmarket. N.H.
659-5949

Hours 10-5 Mon-Sat
Friday until 7

a

CHEAP!!

m

AND YOUR TEAM

GUARD

Wrangler Jeans

cross from Timberland Sh.oe}

: Thanks to offices of Student Affairs, Academic Affairs, Student Senate.
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across from Timberland Shoel

rr-

SIGN UP: November 14, 9a.m.-4p.m.

NATIONAL

~

()
m
)>

DATE for TEAM REGISTRATION: November 14, 9 a.m.
PLACE a TEAM ROSTER: Student Activities Programming Office,
Rm.126, MUB
4 MEMBERS on TEAM
WINNING TEAM will compete in NATIONAL TOURNAMENT
for more than $ 25,000 in SCHOLARSHIP~
ONLY 35 TEAMS will be able to compete in UNH Tourf'lament

Sponsored by: Student Activities Office

·•
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Denim Vests

DEPARTMENT TEAMS ... FRATERNITY TEAMS ... CLUB TEAMS

THE
COLLEGE
**·*BOWL***
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Juniors'
Prewashed

Bogle said a citizen petition
may be in the works, asking that
the recycling. bins be returned to
the parking lot, "We want to lay
some groundwork first," she
said.
A bottle bill would be an alternative to recycling glass, "It
would eliminate the need for all
this transfer, but that's a way
off," said Hatch.
·

)>
(/)
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PEOPLE
98 Main St.
Newmarket, N.H .
659-5949
across from Timberland Shoe)

,
Hours 10-5 Mon-Sat
Friday until 7

Ship&Shore
Skirts
reg. $20.00

reg. $10.00

PEOPLE
98 Main St.
Newmarket, N. H.
659-5949

(across from Timberland Shoe)

Hours 10-5 Mon-Sat
Friday until 7

Maverick Jeans
reg. $16.00

NOWS6.99

NOW$9.99

COUNTRY

COUNTRY

PEOPLE
98 Main St.
Newmarket, N.H.
659-5949

(across from Timberland Shoe)

Hours 10-5 Mon-Sat
Friday until 7

PEOPLE
98 Main St.
Newmarket, N.H .
659-5949
(across from Timberland Shoe)

Hours 10-5 Mon-Sat
Friday until 7
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I SPRING SEME. STER ~

everyone involved,,; Hedeman Services of the New York Stock
said.
Exchange Richard Grosso to
Many businessmen and office inform him of their demands and
workers in the Wall Street area of the impending Wall Street
spontaneously joined in support action.
WALL ST.
of the demonstration singing,
"We made our demand that
continued from page 2
marching and strewing ticker they suspend or delist the 61
of the demonstration.
tape on the noontime march.
corporations most involved in
"The demonstration as a whole
A group of Manhattan project nsaui~dl.ear investments,'' Hedeman
wag very positive and successful. coordinators met Oct. 10 with the
It was a real good experience for Vice-President of Corporat~
"These include Exxon, Mobil,
~~................................~~----------~Rockwell International, ~errMcGee and others. We were

wa1·I Str
,·· ee t

-6

1

@)

AIU MAJORS: 8:30 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Room A 201 PCAC (Art Dept. Office)
You must bring your signed
preregistration form.

1
'

financial stability of the com-...
panies," she added.
The major demands of· the
Manhattan Project include:
- an end of financing of
nuclear power and weapons.
- the closing of all nuclear

659-3215 RTE. 108 659-3215
N ewmark et . N .H .

~§ WED • NoVEMBER 14 · §

§
§
§

~n~r;m~~nstCT~ra\~~n e~~:n~~~

Great Bay Motor Co., Inc.

UI'USED CARS

§

We make House Calls

-~
NON ART MAJORS: 7:00-9:00 p.m.
Strafford Room
MUB§
.
Students can only register for~
.
one person.

NOTE: It is not necessary to sign up for Art History
courses with the Art Department.

!

Please direct any question to the Art Depart]mnt
A 201, PCAC, Te. 862-2190
~~~U>C.ol~~"MQ"~IQM.~~~~~

Just call for an appointment and
We WI'II Come t0 your hOUSe an d
give you an appraisal on your trade-in
.
- No high pressure.-no obliga tions
We are your authorized Chevrolet
_~: · Dealer for the Durham area.

pl~t~.n end to nuclear exports
and the exploitation of all
minorities.
- public ownership · and
democratic control of the energy
industries.
- safe renewable energy.
Of the 1045 arrests handled at
the protest, 750 were released by
the New York Police Department
on disorderly conduct summonses . The remaining 295
protestors were held throughout
the day until arraignment
Monday night on misdemeanor
criminal charges.
The misdemeanors involved
page 16
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.Thru
Thursday
7:00&9:10
Srs.&17&under $1.50
SOPHIA LOREN
MARCELLO MASTROIANNI

··a~~R~

What Do You-Want
From College?

,

E. M. LOEW'S

CN\Ji.e

DISCOUNT
PRICES

DIAL
INTOWN PORTSMOUTH

6:30&8:45

436·5710

ADULTS $1.50-FAMIL Y $3.00
J7 AND UNDER $1.00

Job Opportunity?
Add It To Your Schedule.

AUDIENCES WILL
SIMPLY CHERISH - ffi

BREAKING AWAY

You're working on a college
degree to get started .in life. You can reinforce that deg-ree
and get a better ~tart through Army ROTC.

C'alWeiJt
BUYIFR~
GETI
,55
EVERYDAY

---

.

'

A rm y ROTC offers you management training,
leadership experience, and a commission as
an Army officer. Extra credentials that will setyou
apart in the job market.
Army ROTC also offers you new opportunities in life
after college - part-time leadership as a Reserve offic~r
while employed in the civilian community
or full-time active duty at a competitive starting salary.

~(J

•MONDAY ... . ......... Fountain Items
•TUESDAY ..... .... Thinny·Thin Items

•

"WEI>t£SOAY . . ... "~"'""'" Novelty Items
· "'THURSDAY ... Lo-Yo Frozen Yogurt Items
"FRIDAY
"SATURDAY \ .. . A Special Design Cake
"SUNDAY

f

HALLOWEEN
SPECIALS
AVAILABLE
K·Mart Shopping Center
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§ SEE YOUR NAME §
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ARMY ROTC
LEARN WHAT
IT TAKES TO LEAD
For More Information Contact:
Captain Don Fowler
203 Zais Hall or 2-1078
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YOU TOO SHOULD BE A
PART OF THE AMERICAN
VOICE BEING PUllLISHED BY
VAN · STEADS : SEND YOUR
SIGNED
[PRINT
NAME
CLEARLY] ORIGINAL POEM/
IDEA/OR SHORT STORY - [1
PAGE] WITH $25 TO:
·

~·

§

18
8

VAN STEAD'S
303 FIFTtt AVE.

NEW YORK, N.Y.
10016
YOU WILL RECEIVE A COPY
FOR YOUR BOOKSHELF AND
10% OF SALES.
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proposal, a solution will be found
eventually.
"Someday we'll have a new f~re
station," Prescott said. "I favor
the combination of fire ~nd police
in one new public services
"building. We've got a fire station.
It isn'tthe best; but we don't even
have a police station."
"we are simply not able to give
Prescott said the University
the kind of fire protection this might use some of its chann~ls of
town needs in our current engineering and planning in
lo~at~on. 'l his is a non~function~~
forming a new propdsal.
buildi_ng we are operatmg from,
"When the dust settles they'll
he said.
pick up the pieces. What they
Larry O'Connell, a member ot should do is pick them up and
the Durham Board of Selectmen, hand them to someone else," he
_
said the town can arrive at a said.
Bernard Gordon, professor of
better proposal than the Lot B
political science and a member of
.t
the Parking and Traffic Comsi e.
mittee, agreed with the building
"The Lot B proposal would not inspector.
"The talent and the resources
produce a fire station which in
the long run would produce the · of the University's professional
staff c.oulrl have been used

Chief Greenawalt
.still w~ts station
STATION

continued from page 1
more," Gordon said.
''I serve on the Parking
Committee, and we had no opportunity to . evaluate the
proposal. The impact on tha~
area of campus W?uld be
tremendous. The \Yhitte~ore
school and the Social Science
Center buildings create heavy
traffic," he said.
Greenawalt said the present
fire station cannot adequately
serve the Durham community.

most
efficient
services,"
O'Connell said.
O'Connell . also stressed the
sensitivity Qf the issue.
"Public service discussions
. tend to be highly emotional," he
said.
"The fire station proposal
needs the same )tind of objective
analysis which we bring _~o any

¥••••••¥•••¥•¥•·
GREEK COUNCIL presents:

Fall Bash '79

·

r---sENiORs----,

WHEN: FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 2nd
WHERE: BEHIND AfP.AND TKE
TIME: 6PM-12:30AM
PRICE: S1. OOfflCKET SOLD AT ALL
SORORITIES AND FRATERNITIES
ON CAMPUS

t·
f
t
f
t There will be Qnly one more week of t
f Senior Portrait
held this year.
t
t
DON'T WAIT
t
t
Come in to sign up now!
t
t
Degree Candidates for both
December and May

Sitti~gs

'

Granite Office

'

Rm 125 MUB
9-12 1-4

other pro~al for public expenditure, ' O'Connell said.
Richard Sprague Jr., UNH
facilities planner said the
problem is, "chicken and egg."
"The · problem is that the ·
residents of Durham are
screaming for better planning,
but refuse to give us planning
fU.nds," he said.

OPENTOTHEENTIRECAMPUS
MUSIC, DANCING, REFRESHMENTS, BONFIRE
AGE ID REQUIRED

***************

'~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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WANTED
0
FRIDAY & SATURDAY NIGHTS

.- Noveni.ber 2 & 3

Spectras
Rock
Interested persons should call
Greg Borden at the Student
Senate Office (862-1494)

~Corne
\

Enjoy-

I
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editorials

A dangerous .decision
The proposed fire station to be built on campus
parking lot B was shot down again Monday night.
While the residents attending a special town
meeting approved the plans for the station, the
vote fell short of the required two-thirds
majority.
The voters of Durham have made a potentially
tragic decision.
It should be obvious to anyone· who walks by
the present station in the service building that its
facilities are woefully inadequate. Pieces of
firefighting equipment are parked all around the
building, waiting for the elements to take their
toll.
Firefighter training sessions are held outdoors

when the weather is nice, and aren't held ·at all
when it isn't. Because there isn't enough space to
hold the sessions inside.
The voters did approve the purchase of a new
ladder truck to replace the old one which is still
somewhere in upstate, New York. Now that the
town has a new ladder truck, it has noplace to put
it. It won't fit into the old station.
There's the complaint about parking. A fair
chunk of spaces· would be lost in Lot B if the new .
station were built, inconveniencing commuters
and faculty members who drive to work.
Of course, a fire station in the middle of
campus would be a distraction, what with sirens
and whistles blaring at all hours of the day and

night.
Parking and noise are nothing in comparison
with the possible loss of a life in a fire. These are
obstacles which could be overcome with a little
cooperation.
What can't be overlooked, however, is the
safety of everyone involved with the University
and the town. The new fire station would be a
major.step tQWard making the welfare of both a
little more secure.
The new fire station comes up for approval
again in March, at the regular town meeting.
The New Hampshire urges that voters think
again and approve the plans.
Before it's too late.

letters

FaH Clean-Up
To the Editor:
As the beauty of the autumn colors
quickly disappear before us until yet
another year, I would like to reflect
some thoughts upon them and how
they affect our lives here at the university.
And for the past three years ·1 nave
watched in disillusion as the University pays substantial sums of money to
employ a rather sizeable groundscrew to rake the falling leaves and
manicure the lawns for winter preparatiQ.n.
. For the past three years I have watched the enchantment of this season
overcome this campus. For the
character of fall is dominated by
brilliantly colored leaves which
bespeak the change ir, season to come.
The season not only brings back
familiar odors in the air, but revives
fond memories of past experiences
gone by. Indeed, few regions throughout the United States are as fortunate
as New England in this respect.

While being proud of our weu
groomed campus, I fail to see the
wisdom in repeating this clean-up two
or more times (often over the same
area) while the leaves continue to fall
for another few weeks. Why not wait
until all the leaves are off a tree before
attempting to clean the lawns and fertilize? Isn't this just common sense?
Moreover, it does not take an expert
environmental biologist to realize that
there is an inherent natural benefit in
this fall. Many valuable nutrients are
returned tQ . the soil from the
degradation 'of the leaves and the subsequent detritus that results. It seems
that mother nature already has some
refertilization built into her svstem.
So let us keep our priorities in mind
here. Certainly there are important
problems that are facing the University community. One needs only to
read The New Hampshire each week
to become painfully aware. We see our
science departments continually
dwindling away, working with limited
supplies and outdated equipment. We
see a mandatory health fee in the
works; ready to be imposed on all
students (regardless of whether or not
the individual either wants it or needs
itl.' We see ·nadequatly ventilated
chemistry bmldings which threaten
the safety of all who enter. And tuition
continues to sky-rocket, out-pricing
many students right out of the
education business.

Graa'e ·inflation

These are but a few of some very
important problems that center about
a shortage of funds here at UNH.
Hence, the proper allocation of the
funds that do exist is a necessity.
The bureaucracy that sits upstairs in

the
new
hampshire
Reporters

students are doing better quallty worK
Thompson Hall is losin~ sight of the
than their predecessors.
fact that the primary purpose of this
If you look at the criteria which most
educational institution· is· to serve the·
needs of its students, not vice-ver.sa. professors use you'll see that there are
This situation is most clearly seen en a two scales--a relative scale which
bright, windy, autumn afternoon fn tfie grades your performance against that
fallen leaves on the green front lawns of your peers, and an absolute scale
which measures your understanding
of campus.
Allen Bloomrosen of the material.
Speaking from experience I can say
that most professors have a minimum
standard, usually between 50 and 60
percent, below which any work is
unacceptable. Likewise ther~ is·an'up,
per limit, usually 90 percent, above
which any work is considered excellent. Within these limits grades are
usually distributed on a relative scale.
In most cases the excellent student
stands out, and so does the very poor
To the Editor:
student. This leaves a large clump of
What is grade inflation? I think
students in the middle.
some general misconceptions exist
This group is broken down into
about the nature of "grade inflation"
subgroups via the (Often arbitrary)
which need to be cleared up. In an arpluses and minuses system. The
ticle appearing in last Tuesday's The
benefit of this system is that the
New Hampshire Registrar Stephanie
marginal student receives a marginal
Thomas cited the fact that 50 percent
grade, i.e. a plus or a minus.
of UNH students obtain a "B" average
The bottom line is that the grade you
or better as an indication of grade inreceive will often represent correctly
flation. Thomas also said that this is
the level of work you have done. ·
stripping the excellent student of his or
Superior work, that is above a 3.0
her excellence.
average, cannot be discounted just
This is baloney. There certainly are
because more people are achieving it.
ways of padding your grade point
In other words, the value of work is not
average--taking gut courses is one.
really inflated.
Retaking courses is another. But you - If you must compare students, then
can only take so many guts and you perhaps the best way would be to give
can't retake every course. And even if a grade point average and a percentile
you do retake a course and receive a ranking as is done with many standbetter grade, doesn't this higher grade ardized tests.
reflect a better understanding of the
subject?
Rob McCormack
I think the reason grades are
relatively higher now is that more
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Praise
To the Editor:
If education is the "purpose of our
university experience then why are so
many students anxious to abandon
their books and escape the doldrums of
lectures? At the risk of oversimplification, formal education seems to
have lost the analytical approach that
is so vital to learning.
·
How often do we find ourselves
meeting only the demands of
memorization and regurgitation in our
meaningless attempt to secure an
average grade? In an age of
technocracy and material majestry
universities should be teaching
students to think and reason their own
identities in the complex social structure around them .

After three years of undergraduate
studies at UNH, I've discovered the
most valuable course in my college
career. Poli Sci 400 is a rathe
misleading title for Warren Brown's
enlightening approach to Contemporary Politics and if no for a bit of
luck I would have mistaken the course
for another introductory inundation.
In his seven week presentation
Professor Brown has developed the
modern American concepts of liberty
and liberation. The success of his work
lies in his brilliant explanations of the
political evolution of these social
ideas. He's chosen landmark literary
examples to illustrate the misconceptions of liberty, freedom and sociopoli ti cal identity that plague the
American spirit. Among these are The
Declaration
of
Independence,
Tocqueville's historical observations
of an early eighteenth century
America, Arthur Miller's poignant
piece, Deatty of A Salesman. Jesse
Jacson's speech to the Republican
National Committee and most impressive of all Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn's address to the 1978-class or-Harvard gradutes.
In the context of these and other pertinent documents. Professor Brown
has stimulated and important
awareness in the minds of his students. He's encouraged us to examine our
natures as social beings and search for
a historical understanding of our
values, opinions and senses (or lack
of) of morality.
We've analyzed the meaning· of
equality in American society and
showed how it is the common ground
defense. for so many current issues.
Whether the cry of injustice is heard
from a black, a female, a dissenting
Catholic priest or an underaged been
fan the plea is always for equal rights
to pursue one's own happiness. And it
is the social effects of such a politically
minded people that are so important to
realize, understand and criticize.
Professor Brown has created an inspiring environment for learning.
Students in the class might complain
(and even Warren Brown will agree)
that we've developed too many
questions and problems without sufficient solutions. But this is the success
of our experience in Poli Sci 400; that
we've been invited and prompted to
consider the guidelines of the
materials we've studied and think out
our own answers .
I needn't belabor the point here. But
if I might add a pitch for a relatively
underpopulated department, check into a course with Warren Brown and
discover what a university experience
is all about.
Patricia Casey

about letters
accepts all responsible letters to the editor
and prints them as space allows, but cannot guarantee the inc1us1on of any letter.
All letters must be typed, double spaced and a maximum of 500
words in order to be printed. All letters are subjected to minor
editing. Final decisions on letters are the editor's.
Mail letters to: The Editor, The New Hampshire, Room 151,
Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824
The New Hampshire
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"Godspe ll" is a mixture of magic and music
"Godspell ", directed by
Andrew Rohrer, is at Theatre
by the Sea through December
2. Located on 125 Bow Street,
Portsmouth. Call 431-6660 for
·tickets.
By Dana Jennings

Theatre by the Sea's production of "Godspell" is a
kaleidoscopic melange of mime,
magic and music fused by ~
loving vision of the Gospel · according to St. Matthew.
The musical avoids the pitfalls
inherent in this kind of show.
There is no sicky-sweet sen ..
timentality about ,Christ's life.
The production is presented as a
celebration of life, not a didactic
religious tract.
Andrew
Rohrer's
(who
originated the role) Jeb·-1$ is not
super, and this is a bless1&.g. His
Jesus is a benign clown, wise and
gently forceful. He won't unleash
a terrible, swift sword, but does
exude a subtle power. He is a
teacher to his ragtag group of
disciples.
Because Rohrer's Jesus is not
the central, dominating force in
the show, the rest of actors are
allowed to show their talents too-_.
individually and together.
The cast displays a fine sense
of ensemble. They work well
together on the large numbers
and give a sense of having fun at
what they're doing.
They create a sense of religion
as vaudeville invoking Durante,
Marx ( Groucho), the Three
Stooges, · nd Saturday Night
Live.
The disciples are dressed as
clowns too, but they are even
more innocent in some ways than
Jesus. Stripped of their
philosophical pretensions at the
play's beginning, they flock to
Jesus and follow him, hoping he
can arrive at the answers they
seek.
They display a bright-eyed
sense of wonder at what Jesus
does. Their infectious, exuberant
faith effectively suspends the
audience's disbelief. The viewer
is drawn into the surreal, musical
world of "Godspell."
The scenery is simple. One
chain-link fence at the back of the
stage, two saw horses and three
planks supply all scenery and
props needed. These items serve
as Noah 's Ark, the table at The
Last Supper, a crucifix, and a
dance floor among other things.
The music, directed by Bruce
Coyle, is also effective. Listenim!

l

~

The cast of "Godspell" work together well in a celebration of life.
to it, it doesn't stray a bit from
the original soundtrack made
back in the early 70s .
While the first half of the play
emphasizes the joy of God and
man's relationship, it is the final
half of the second act that is the
·most powerful and moving.
In those segments, we see The
Last Supper, Judas's betrayal
and the Crucifixion. They are all
expected, but good acting jobs
make them no less powerful.
Scott Weintraub's Judas plays
·well off of Jesus . The two men
love each other, and Judas'
realization of what t
'USt do
spiritually destroys h11n. Before
the Crucifixion, Judas and Jesus
Pmhr~rP. for one last time, and

the theater is silent.
The Crucifixion is the most
moving scene in the play. It
would have been easy to make
the scene overly dramatic and
hackneyed, but the acting and
directing avoid that problem.
· The benign clown-prince is'
lashed to the chain-link fence by a
distraught Judas . A lone shaft of
white light shines on hiID: and
then an ungodly psychedelic wail
begins.
The stage is bathed in blood red
light as the disciples are tossed
helter-skelter about the stage,
feeling the agony that Jesus feels
as he writhes in pain on the cross.
He laments, "Oh God, I am
bJ~eping. Oh God, I am dying."

It's an apocolyptic vision as the
lights flash, and music beats. The
heavens seem to open and chaos
reigns. The viewer can only sadly
wonder why the clown with the
Superman S on his chest had to
die.
The silence is stifling for a few
moments as Christ dies upon the
cross. No one looks at each other.

But then, the oppression is
lifted as Jes us is resurrected
through song and faith. And the
colors on the stage shine brighter
than before and the music sounds
sweeter.
/
"Godspell" is a party, and
Theatre' by the Sea couldn't have
chosen a better show to open it:s
new theater with.

featu res,

etc.

TBS' new building .·
•
•
is
an improvem
ent
The rest rooms are missing a
john, walls aren't painted yet,
and the foyer seems more like a
garage than a theater, but the
new 275-seat version of Theatre
by the Sea is open and thriving.
The new ,theater alreadv ha~
had an increase in season ticket
sales of more than 150 percent
compared to last year, say
theater spokesmen.
The theater has moved into half
of the 19th century brewery at 125
Bow Street. The renovations on
the brewery cost an estimated
$450,000.
The new theater features a
stage three times as large as the
old one on Ceres Street, a $40,000
computer-memory lighting board
a $3000 sound system, and an or. chestra pit, the spokes~eri sai~.

Theatre by the Sea's new building is bigger and better.

Theatre by the Sea decided to
move into the new building
because of the theater's growth.
Theater attendance has more
than doubled in the last . five
years, say theater spokesmen.
From mid-1964 to mid-1974 the
theater averaged 180 season subscribers. Last year, the theater
had a subscription audience of
3000, the spokesmen said.
Theatre by the Sea was founded
in 1964 by two area teachers, Pat
and C. Stanley Flower.
With a small personal investment and the support of local
citizens, they renovated the
Ceres Street theater and created
what is now the only year round
profess1ona1 tneater north of
Boston .
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Looking for a trick or treat. (Jonathan Blake photo)

sy
The lights dimmed, and from
the rear of the room shuffled
three mysterious, dark-hooded
figures. Two of them held candles
and the other carried - a large
black tome. They took . their
places in three chairs at the front,
and the man with the black book
spoke in an eerie, death-like voice
to the hushed audience.
"To those of you who are living,
we bring you the Necronomicon,
which has been passed from one
to another of us that we may tell
of the demons' who have ruled
before!"
With that chilling introduction,
"Threeater," a talented group of
three traveling· actors, led a
thrilled audience through an hour
of creepy tales in the Strafford
Room of the MUB Tuesday night.
The first tale was read by
Gordon Talley, who was raised at
a carnival which toured the
United States and who has a
degree in directing from the Yale
University School of Drama. The
story was about a man who fell
overboard from a ship and faced
the certainty of death with terrorin his heart. The story was
written by Britain's Prime
Minister Sir Winston Churchill.
Talley read slowly, enunciating
every syllable clearly and
evoking fear in the audience.
When Talley described the part
when the man fell overboard, he
added realistic screams and
moans that brought terrifying
realism to his performance. The
audience 'applauded loudly at the
end of the story.
Masha Slackman narrated the
next tale, which was the troupe's
superlative effort of the evening.
It was a Japanese horror story,
or "Kwaidan." Stackman, who
grew up in Panama and studied
improvisational acting
- techniques and theatre games
under Viola Spolin, talked with a
Japanese accent in a hysterical,
emotional tone a bout a man
uttering his last words before
being decapitated by a warlord.
The condemned man was
played by Talley and the warlord
by the third person in the com-

ixfess10nal mus1c1an, and who
has1 studied act mg m London. He
portrayed the warlord _perfectly-with. a ~ter~le, ~mot10nless mflectio\m his voice.
Whe t~e. "sword" fe~ on
Talley . ~ imi~te~ ~ decapit.ated
man w1t'n hair-raismg reahsm:
eyes rollin& upwar~s, legs an_d
arms flop~ng crazily, and his
mouth try1 g to scream words
that could ot be spoken.
"Threea~~ \.," p~rfor~ance,
subtitled An evemng m the
Presence of th~ Unthinkable, ~as
in honor of a \ horror magazme

and 1940s called Weird Tales.
This magazine featured a large
number of American writers of
macabre fiction, including Ray
Bradbury, H.P · Lovecraft, and
R.E. Howard.
The · three troupe members
portray sorcerers who meet in a
secret society each year to hear
the stories in the dread.e d
Necronomicon, the book of dark
wisdom passed down through the
ce!'!'~~~:!ter" continued UNH's
Halloween Eve entertainment

THREEATER, page 15

"Threeater"'s Gordon Talley gave an eerie performance
Tuesday night. (Jonathan Blake photo)

"Life of Brian": What's all the fuss?
"Monty Python's Life of Brian" is a innocuous
little film, satirical, occasionally funny, but
hardly a strong statement about much of
anything.
So what's all the fuss? From what churches
around the country are saying, "Life of Brian" is
a blatant shot at the very foundations of
Christianity, an attempt to ridicule everything
the modern world holds dear and sacred.
Well, somebody's overracting.
At its best, "Life of Brian" pokes holes (and
not very deep ones at that) in the lifestyles of
biblical times. The Jews' hate for the Romans is
torn to shreds by the half-baked actions of the
People's Front of Judea, a well-intentioned but
incompetent terrorist group.
The People's Front of Judea spends most of its
time taking votes on how it should discuss
making plans on how to do in the Romans. Led by
John Cleese, the president, and Eric Idle. as Stan
the secretary who wants to be a woman named
Loretta, the group.is a take-off on self-defeating
political reactionary groups of today.
During an elaborate plan to kidnap the wife of
Pontius Pilate the terrorist band gets into a fight
in the basement of Pilate's palace with the
Judean People's Front, a rival group with the
same scheme in mind. Brian Cohen (Graham
Chapman) is the sole survivor.
But Brian is supposed to be the Messiah, right?
That's about as s~creligious as you can get.
No, it isn't. Messiahs were a dime a dozen in
the period, and Brian, through no fault of his
own, becomes one.
While hiding from the Romans, Brian falls out
of a second-story window onto a blood-and-

thunder prophet below. The prophet falls into a
nearby urn, and Brian is Jeft alone on the platform. He has to speak to the waiting crowd to
avoid being spotted by a passing squad of centurions.
The crowd examines Brian's half-witted
remarks for shades of meaning, which is difficult
because there are none. It then decides ·that
Brian is the Messiah they've been waiting for. He
now has a following of thousands.
Well, if he's not the Messiah, Brian is crucified
like Christ. That's sacreligious.
Nope. Crucifixion was one of the favorite
forms of execution back then. Everybody who
was nobody ~as crucified.
Tne only reason the crucificion scene is objectionable is because it drags on. Fifteen
minutes of relatively sick humor seems interminable after the light, crazy feel of the rest
of the picture.
·
Eric ldle's rendition of "Always Look on the
Bright Side of Life" from his cross leaves
something to be desired. Still, though it may not
be in the best of taste, it's not sacreligious:Everybody who has banned, decried or opposed "Life of Brian" has overlooked the obvious
fact that the main character is not a satirized
version of Christ.
Brian is a simple Jew of the time. Jes.us is also
around--we see him in the film. The Three Wise
Men. mistake the infant Brian for the Christ
Child, who is in the manger next door, at the
beginning of the film.
And when the adult Brian is introduced, we see
him attending Christ's Sermon on the Mount.
Brian is trying to listen, but nearby fistfights

make it difficult for people in the area to hear.
"Blessed are the cheesemakers?" asks a
woman.
There may be parallels drawn between Brian
and Jesus, but the Monty Python team, which
wrote the film, make it plain that it isn't a parody
of the life of Christ.
The complaints of irreverence are unfounded.
Life of Brian is a harmless, somewhat funny
(though it lacks the usual Mo~ty Python laugh-aminute kick) look at life in Judea in 33 A.D. It's
no biblical epic.
If you see it, there's no need for penance.
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FLASH: Fall is here and boy is it cold!
This Fall keep both yo~r BODY
and your SOLES warm and dry!
FOR YOUR BODY:
Levi's cords and jeans only $12.50
Flannel and Chamois shirts starting at $12.00

SPECIAL
Mens Corduroy Shirts-only $11.99
Womens turtlenecks and c.owls- Rainbow of colors
All the colors you need
Womens Velour Tops

Thomson announces
THOMSON

continued from page 3
support for deficit financing,
excessive spending, personal pay
increases, and the giveaway of
the Panama Canal."
Thomson's fight against Pres.
Jimmy Carter, · wh~m he_call~d

"the worst president m the
history of the nation," will be
done without the support of .
Manchester Union-Leader
publisher William Lo·eb who
reaffirmed his support for
Ronald Reagan yesterday .

-·- - - - - - - .

u..,1&11Uilif"JI
- - -·
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MATINEES SAT. &SUN .

100° / 0 all natural fiber sweaters

Warm, Warm, Warm

Danskin THERMAL Tights

FOR YOUR "SOLES"
Hiking and workboots for men
And Women, insulated from $27.99
Womens 100°/ 0 waterproof lined boots
in fashion styles from $17.00
Rubber bottoms-leather tops-$22.00
"BEENE" ShoesMen's and Women's lined slippersthe largest selection around
OH YES We also have, Finally

DICKIES

Now in 13 great colors
Chino's only $10.99
Cords only $13.99

BODY & SOLE
42MAINST.
DURHAM •.N.ttH.
"We cover YOU frorn·heod to toe"

CINE 1·2·3·4
NEWINGTON MALL 431-4200

Kari Van Sched~
Beginning Friday November 2
The Following runs will be added to
our schedule!

Please note:
1)

(Monday-Friday) there will be a ·
5:30p.m.* Dover A run
*5: 30 Departure from UNH

2)

There will be an 8:05 p.m.*
Portsmouth Bus on Friday Evenings
( *8: 05 Departure from UNH)

I
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'Abbey
ABBEY
continued 'from page 2
knees, over the sandstone and
through tl)e thornbush and cactus. When traces of blood begin to
mark your trail you '11 see
something, maybe. Probably
not."
Tickets to the lecture are free
and must be picked up at the
Elliot Alumni Center on
Edgewood Road.
Abbey's visit is sponsored by
the Environmental Mini Dorm ad
the UNH Alumni Association.

"Sound Music at Sound Prlc~s"

10 percent off on
(Collectable) Albums
Monday~Friday

Threeater

YOUNG
fine Arts Gallery

Nov. 5-Nov. 9

THREEATER

continued from page 13

with a mythological story read by
Masha Stackman, eqtitled "The
Cats of Ulthar." Peter Crockett
portrayed a state's electrocutioner in a short reading. It
was also a strong performance.
Gordon Talley -topped off the
evening with a lo~g reading from
Edgar Allen Poe's ''The Shadow
the Parable.'' Due to the length of
the story the crowd became
restless and bored, but at the end
of the reading they were
rewarded with some scary
screams and deathly cries from
the troupe to end their horrific
performance.

Wotchlor
monthly

Fine pal!"tlngs, Hogarth
engravings, Spy prints, topographlcQ
architectural, & more.

Consignments now
being accepted tot
future art auctions

Custom picture framing
Art Appraisals
112 Penhollow St.
Portsmouth, NH
(603) 436-8773

Monday--by chance
luesday-Saturday--10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Friday--10 a .m.-8 p.m.

I

for sale
For Sale--1965 Dodge Polara. 68,000 origin·
al miles, good running condition, needs
transmission work, AM-FM stereo cassette
claver. B.O. C~ll 659-3488.11/2
1971 VW SQUAREBACK. Reg .. Gas, Radials.
Low Mileage. Rusty, but dependable. Paul
659-3233. 11/3
1974 Toyota Pick-up. Runs well. $1900 as Is.
Call 862-1800 days, 868-5919 nlghts.11/6
1952 Military Jeep. 4-wheel drive, excellent
condition. Mechanically completely rebuilt
10,000 miles ago. Has canvas top and
~:i~~3~~~t 2e seen. $2400. Call evenings.

1

-For Sale: 1972 Renault Sedan: 4 speed, 2530 mpg; 4 new radlals; very dependable
transportation; only 50,000 miles; $450 or
B.O. Call 742-8064. Ask for Dave.11/6
Stereo components-discount prices most
major brands-all fully guaranteed 30-50°/~
off list. Call Greg 2-1909/868-9684. Sackett
Hse. 209. 11 /6
VW 1973 Bug, Semi automatic. Very good
condition, no rust, runs beautiful. Asking
!1100 or best offer. Call Hakam 868-9667.
Carpet-brown/beige. 12 feet by 191/2 feet.
Newly cleaned·excellent condition. York,
Maine. 207-363-6459.11/6
For sale: two carpets, short shag, exceeding
12' x 12'; asking $55: each; Pair of size 9
Raichle downhill ski boots, good condition,
$25. Call 9862·2190 1·4:30 pm or 749-1366, 6o nm 11/9
69 Ford XL Good Trans. and engine, pioneer
t?pe deck. Snows, new heater, most rust
fixed, new front exhaust pipe, one bad
door, $300 or best offer. Brian 659-2572 after
5 p.m. 11/20
For -sale: United Airlines 1-way ticket from
Boston to Denver $90.00 or best offer 11/16
for Sale: Pioneer speakers S50~olomite ski
boots, size 11M $50 . Hart Freestvle Skis, 165
cm. $30. Call Bill Furber at 2-1609 or 8689765. 11/2
·1974 Ford 4 doors LTD 44,800 miles AC P/S
P/B, Radial Tires, excellent condition, no' rust:
$1095 or best offer. Call 868-5362.11/16
69 Chev. Impala, good cond., asking $400.
Call Matt 926-5164 or Buddy 868-9844 or
Wallace 868-9865. 11 /9
For Sale: AMERICAN AIRLINES 1h FARE ·
COUPON $55.00 Call 749-4170 after 5 p.m.
~;il~i ~od, 90 Olde Madbury La., Dover

rf

1974 Pinto Runabout. Automatic. Recent
Radials, shocks muffler, battery, 90,000
mu .... nnn run!: nrAat. 25 moo. Must sell $550
or b.o. Chuck Tately, 742-6392 or 862-1047
• • IA.C.

Ol!n skis. comp IV brand new, haven't been
drilled, $150. Call 749-2518. 11/6
For Sale- 1973 Austin Morino. Only 37,000
miles. Very clean, excellent condition. AM
-FM Stereo, 8-trock, 30 mpg. Best offer.
8687382.11/16
~or Sole-19]_4 !~yoto pick-up, long bed. amfm stereo, 50,000 miles, best offer. 8687382 . 11/16
Dorm size refrigerator !22cu. ft.) in great
shape- $60. Call-Reed 659-2526 11 /2
·
Must Sole: 1 pair Jenson Speakers. Mox 55
wan input :t-year warranty. Less man 1 yr.
- old. $75.00 orig. $120.00. Coll Lisa 868-7436.
t'MLS Hiking Boots, woman's size 7. Vlbram
sole $35 O.B.O. Call Betsy-days 862-2714
evenlnas 742-6780. 11/2
Awesome Dealll For sale, one pioneer
supertuner KP-500, cassette FM underdash
unit asking $99.95 and a Phillips 212 Turntable with cartridge, same price. Call Chris
S68-9743 or 2-2454. 11/6
Fleeces and Sheep for sale, assorted colors
and breeds. Call 899-5445 and ask tor
Georgia Wolterbeek. 11/6
Stereo components, calculators, CB's and
more. Lowest prices anywhere, fully
guaranteed. Call John at 742-7396 after 6
p .m., Mon-Fri. 11/6
Jewe_lry for sale-Hand crafted sterllng silver
Jewelry now offered at The WAX EAR USED
~ECORD Shop next to Franklin Theater. 11/3
1973 Pontiac Catalina statlonwogon. Runs
ireat. '. 4ew starter, new brake lines. No rust.
s~O.~~ ] !~~~t 1 ~,~st been Inspected.
1975 ~ustar:ig II_ for sale, good condition,
;~~-~~~ -~~)~e vinyl roof. Price $1900 . Call

7 9

----classified a d s - - - 1974 Ford Mustang Ghia II, 4 speed excellent condition. $2000 firm. Call 4J6-2651
66 VW Bug, rebuilt engine, great conditio·n~
milleage, recently inspeded. Ideal commuter car, especially for winter. Must sell.
Asking $700. Call Mary Ann, mornings after
9. 868-2040. 11/6
78 Toyota Corrolla, 4 dr. custom, 5 speed,
42 mpg highway, 35 city. Rustproofed, polyglycoated, radials, radio. $3500 call 942·
8953 otter 7:30 p.m. 11 /9
1965 Plym. Valiant. Good engine, Interior,
tires. Damaged but excellent parts car. Vintage year. $ 75. Call 659-2738 after
6:00.11/16
Queen size mattress & matching box spring,
good condition, $70.00; Kneissel blue star
alpine skiis, 200 cm, good condition, $30.00;
4 Goodyear studded radial winter tires, 165
SR14, good condition, $15.00 each. 749·
1488. 11/9
To anyone who can handle iem--K2 910
downhill skis 220 cm with Salomon 727E bindings. New last year, skied only six days!
$200. Call 749-1890 or 444-6023. 11/2
Dry pine slabs $25.00 truckload, delivered
~~ Jgur home, call 659-2495 early eves.

1

ndes
Augusta Maine--1 need a ride there for
Veteran's Day weekend . Can leave
anytime Thursday Nov. 8 or Friday Nov. 9,
would also appreciate a return ride. Will
assist in the petroleum investment. Please
help studious person escape tor a weekend. Call Martha 749-4035. H/9

wanted
WANTED-ski instruetors-Egon Zim'm-ermann
Ski School-Gunstock Ski Area, G11ford, N.H.
Certification not required, we will train.
Write for application: Egon Zimmermann Ski
School, P.O. Box 681, Laconia, N.H. 03246.
11/16
'
Hockey equipment wanted. Protection from
waist down i.e., shin guards, pants, etc. size
small. Call 2-1319 or 868-9678 ask for Eric
Perkins.
Wanted: Five string banjo teacher. (Bluegrass). Call 868-9667 ask for Hugh 11 /2

help wanted

The Linguistics Program is looking tor a
work-study student to help with duplicating,
mailing, distributing posters, and other jobs
of that sort. The job will require about 5
hours/week and will pay $3/hour. For further
information, see Mary Clark, Engllsh Department, Hamilton Smith. 11 /9

services
TYPING IBM Selectric 22 Y!S. exp. Dissertations, reports, resumes, thesis. 749-2692.
11/20
Cars tuned: $25 to $30 per car-replace
plugs, points, adjust timing. Wiii do any
other minor replacement of parts cost. Wiii
come to your car. Call 868-7151 . 11/20
TYPING-l<>Atired secretarv. Exoerienced In all
-ty_pes of term papers, also novels, short
stories, articles, etc. Reasonable ratesPrompt service. Located wiftiln waiking
distance to ur<1n. 000·1u10. Anna, :.!U Parl<
Court _Durham. 11/-16
IBM CORRECTING SELECTRIC, choice of style,
pitch; grammar, punctuation, spelling corrected . Reasonable rates tor superior
qualitv. Diana Schuman. 742-4858. 11/20
Typlng--retired secretary experienced in all
types of term papers, also novels, shnrt
stories, articles, etc . Reason~ble rat_es.
Prompt service. Located within walking
distance to UNH 868-7078 . Anita,. 20 Park·
court. Durhom. 11/16
PASSPORT PHOTOES·-lnstant Color Passport
Photos-ready In minutes. Call 142-4211 for
appointment. RICHARDSON PHOTOGRAPHIC
SERVICE, TEN SECOND"STREET, YE OLDE COURT
HOUSE. DOVER. 12/14
Santa didn't get a raise, the elves are on
strike. Be prepared and make your chrlstmas presents this year. Free macrame
lessons. Call Micki after 4. 772-4228. 11 /30
Pine Tree Building Co. repairs, renovations,
custom kitchen designs and furniture-,
~:~tf~, ~arpentry. call 659-2495 or 431·

3

Sex and Sexuality Rap Group--Thursdays 2·
3:30 p.m. with June and Ted, Human
Sexuality Center, Hood House, Tel: 86210A 7
11

for rent

1 male roommate-willing to share room In
Dover. Small apartment 3-4 rooms. $250.00
1J month spllt cost. Near Karl-van route. Call
749-2478 after 6 o . .:.:m.:.:_.:.:1_1_
1"------~
Kittery
Point,
Maine.
Responsible
housemate wanted to share larg attractive
home on water on 100 acres through June
or longer. Congenial owner away during
winter. Pet o .k. convenient to UNH .
Fireplace, etc. Idyllic. $300/month includes
o~~g~~-.,,~soo deposit required. 1-207-439-

Money Problems? Avon can help you .
Representatives oeeded (male or female) In
Durham-Lee-Dover.
N x 0 PERCENT
MENf-WOMENI JOBS ON SHIPSI American,
Foreign. No experience required. Excellent
Apartment for rent In Newmarket, Pulaski Dr.
pay. Worldwide travel. Summer job or
on Kvan, $115 month and utll. Parker. Noncareer. Send $3.00 for information, SEAFAX, - ~moker. Call Paul 659-5165 eves. 11 /2
Dept. G-10 Box 2049, Port Angeles,
Private Room In house with 3 students, wood
'Vashlngton 98362. 12/14
heat. Inc. Near Kari-van route. 53 Thirrt St.
Overseas Jobs-Summer/year round. Europe,
Two block• from Downtown Dover. $100.00•
South America, Australia, Asia, etc. All field·
oer month. Call Scott 742-610411/6
s s500-1,200 monthly expenses paid. sightWanted: 2 roommates to llhare 4-bedroom
seeing, tree information. Write IJC Box 52-45
duplex apt. in Newmarket. Own room. On
Corona Deal Mar, CA 92625.11/2
Kari-van route. Pets ok. Inexpensive rent.
PART TIME OR FULL TIME BUSINESS
f ~~ Lynn or Mike at 659-5083 after 7 p.m.
ANAL YST(Management
Trainee).
4
Aggressive Individuals for entry level
Roommate wonted to share spacious 2
management positions In Portsmouth, Dover
bedroom apt in Dover near K-van stop. Your
areas. Good background In business and
own furnished room plus color tv and stereo
communicative abllltles required, In serprivledges. $130 per month inc. utilities.
vicing local businesses. Complete training
Contact Peter Dudley 742-0556 otter 5 p.m.
provided. Commission program, base, and
Furnished room in comfortable home to
benefits. BDI Business Services, P.O. Box 3294
older student or professional pe·rson. Private
Nashua. NH 03061. 429-0987.11/2
bath. Quiet, lovely neighborhood, kitchen
Wanted: Part-time help to work as clerk In
priveleges, if desired. 20 min. to Durham.
small grocery store. Must work some , Call 332-2219. 11/6
weekends. Refeences required. Call 659·
5012.11/6

lost and found

Mother returning to school needs llve-ln
babysitter and light housekeeper. Rm. bd .,
and modest salary (or gas). Isolated
location, car essential. 463-5503 (5-9 p.m.).
11/3
The Art Department is seeking adults to
pose for various art classes. The jobs
available are for nude modelling ($4.00 per
hour) and clothed modelling ($2._90 per
hour). No experience is necessary. If you
are seriously interested please contact the
Art Department at --2-2190, 8-12, 1-4 Mon.
through Fri. 11 /6

Missing: black female cat with white under
chin _and on belly, 1'h yrs. old, spayed,
wearing brown flea collar. Last seen
10/22/79 4 p.m. in Dover near A&P . Call Dari
7.40.1561.11/2

LOST: Male cat , 2 years old. Light
orange/white. Lost in Forest Park/Kingsbury
area Oct. 11. Call 868· 7203. 11 /3
LOST··black velvet swiss cap with elaborate
embroidery in 207 SSC mid-October.
REWARD. Please contact Julie at 742-0535.
11/2

LOST: one frlend--answers to Capt. K. Last
seen wearing baseball cap, pledge pin,
fuzzy mustache and long levl's. Okay you
win, but can't we at least be friends? Please
answer--Ground Control 11 /2
LOST: a light and dark gray striped kitten,
wearing a white flea collar. Was lost near
Fairchild Holl on Oct. 20th. If you know if Its
w.hereabouts please call 862-1302 . 11/2

personals

Perkle--Blrthday-Party tlmel Are you ready to
burn your lisence again? Drink some pink
chablis for me. Go For It and maybe you'll }eel alad to be Alive! Loosey 11 /2
To Nurses Purdy, Ruben, Flanders, Arnold
and Fish, the Coach and third floor; Thanks
for belr_ig so great to the "crlp" this week. I'll
be hitting the dance floor soon, but 1 Just
wanted to thank-you guys for being so
great. Especially you roomlel Win those T·
shirts glrls and remember It's Delta Gamma
-nil th .. wnvl I nv.. RAtl:v 11 f2
Thanks Pike for a super party. You're the
best "nerds" around. Hope to party with you
again. Love, J.D. 11/2
To the bleach blond with the Calvin Klien
haircut and the beach boy with the unmidaslzed MGB. No fornication this
semester, at least not where you're concer-ned. But we've teamed up for desk-sex-so
what's your function, anyway? Eat your rot- ·
ten hearts out. Your former hoses. 11/6
To MY team--Thanks for understanding and
caring. We know, and that's all that matters.
Do your best this weekend, I'll be cheering

69 Young Drive. Thanks for the party Sat.
nite. You guys really made me feel right at
home! Hope to see you soon in NY. Just call
and head south! Take it Is men & enjoy. S.
Whale 11/6
" ...184 Washington Street... " Dilemma of the
week; how to shift one slightly neurotic, -200
mile-an-hour, Bologna-headed phantom
roommate down to a moderate 2nd year
pace.11/2
!~r~fiw~~~!~~~~?~~~~~~I~ ~;ar me from
To my honey: Couldn't have asked for a
happier anniversary, huh? Thanks for being I'm really sorry that I caught you In the middle and caused you to lose It. But It aint so
th .. rQ 11 OVE VOUll Alwavs_ Debbie 11/2
SPINNER·· Thanks for being a friend! Make hard to say "Would you please just go
P.S. Hope that It came back all right.
the best of Monday-also- Happy Birthday, Iaway."
nvA 11/2
·
love roomie.11/2
Janet-Hope
enjoyed your 20tl'I B·day.
69 Young Drive. Thanks for the party Sat. Just wanted you
to
let you know you're the best
nlte. You guys really made me feel right at friend I could have.
You're the best. Love
home! Hope to see you soon In NY. Just call va-Chrls. 11/2 _
and head southl Take It Is mer lk enjoy.
Happy
Birthday
1 day late. Your
Tamera,
S.Whale. 11/6
prescription Is ready. Your Doctor (mostly)
Donna-wish I could pack you In my suitcase Steve, and the consultant doctor. 11 /2
to K.C., gonna miss ya kldll It'll be a super
week for me, but It'll be great to come back Come to the " After Hours Porty" at 24 Young
"home" I'm sure. Take care of yourself this Drive this Saturday night and let the moon
take over.11/2
week. love, Donl 11/2
Parapsychology Club Is presenting a lec- Happy Birthday to the chambermaid in the
ture & workshop on Out-of-Body Experien- cowboy hat and apron--you're the BEST!
ces by _Dr. Dole lronson. The dates are Nov. hang overs at NEC started It am Including
2, from 7:00-9:00 p .m. In Hillsboro rm. MUB & the 20 plus years we owe the state. Thanks
Nov. 3 from 10·5:QOp.m. In Grafton r. MUB. tor evervthlnal Love and lauahs Bzzzzz 11 /2
.B_cjno lunch_ Evervone is W9lcomel 11 /2
Hey Wallmate-Dld you ever cut your toe?
$100 Cash--that's the grand prize In the MUB · Can you say 50 words per second? It's been
PUB Club's Thursday night freestyle dance super--NEC, 41 & 39, Hampton; REC, ' shots,
contest. Dance alone-with a partner-with a late nlte ... , etc ... Happy Birthday LSD--you're
never too old. "Please Be There" Love
~~~~p ~e~~!~ ~t~~esFr~;~~~~rt ~~~ts$~~~ Wallmat~
41. 11/2
cash to the winners--A Rick Bean Produc- BUZZER FINGERS OF THE WORLD UNITE wltll 4
tlon. 11 /6
members on a team, for college Bowl-Nov
Twist to the tune of $100. That's the grand 14 sign up day- Warning: This may be
prize In the MUB PUB Club's Sunday night hazardous to fingers. 11 /6
twist contest. No llmltatlons. Dance with The class of '48 didn't hide any booze, but
yourself--wlth a partner--a chair. Weekly we did look for clues In academic bulldlngs
~~i-~e ~;~~:'ecv~rt~~~~~-tsA 11~1~KBU~a~o~~g~g- near you. Love, Kermie and Fozzie 11 /2
One, two, three, four, we don't want to stink
t1nn 41/6
Number 1O in blue jogging shorts, don't run no more, five, six, seven, eight, thlols today,
away from me Tuesday night. I'll save you a tomorrow phosphate. Anti-science rally to
seat at the Running Lecture, at MUB, 1_0/8, ~~ held Monday. Picket a chemistry major.
7
11-15 o .m H/2
__ - - - - - ' - - -Are you a people person? Be a people per- Thlols In the toilet, thiols In the sink. they
son and join the people at Freshman Campi don't cause much damage, but god, they
Apply to be a -Freshman Camp Counselor. sure do stink. Picket a chemistry major. Shut
Applications are available In Rm. 126 of down Parsons before Its too late. 11/2
•Allll Q.4furu1r~CU'\nn 44/0
Starsky- Friday night was the best--watch out
If you've heard of D-Day, Now there's M-Day
for magical Halloween spiders. I'll dance
on Mon. Nov. 5th. 11/2
for you again anytime. C. 11 /2
Hec;;r%"ir;~h;:;;~-n -~·~m·p~~sl Your chance to Johnson Ave. guy--Thanks for last weekend.
be a Counselor has arisen! Applications are Codfish Aristocracy was the best, and the
now available in rm. 126 of MUB. 11 /9
Pina Coladas were "Awesome". But next
Biiiy Joel-Live In Concert at the Boston Gar- time remember--only wimps order chicken.
Love--Fiske Road Girl.11/2
den. Win tickets Sunday night November 4th
Flash--Dearest occupant of 204 (the kitchen
at the MUB PUB Club. Also Its Beatles night.
Win Beatie LP's. Wear your Beatie outfit and that doubles as a single) - Happy Birthday!
bring your Beatie things-Biiiy Joel tickets Get out there and Boogie Down In your S.99
and Beatles night. A Riel< Bean Production. Red Shoe Barn Specials! (But don't get
AAl'1I _ _ _ •
_
caught under the T-hall archesl) You're fhe
"T·kins"--"9 Times" Is not enough-we'll have best, kiddo! Love, Banana 11/2
to go for more. Happy 9 mth. Anniversary Nov 14 Is your change to sign up for College
Nov. 7th. Our last weekend together-being Bowl at Stude~t
Ac-tlvltlr,. on the bottom
stared at at Field's Park, Tlno's Lounge (the floor. Have your rev' .s ready--NOV 14 9
Gator) Mr_ Wizard, the ride to the airport (I) a .m.-4 P.m.1111too much. I love you beaucoup-Mar. 11 /2
To all the Nerds _.-1KE: Thanks for the great
Number 10 in blue jogging shorts, don't run party! It's nice to know someone ,Is as crazy
away from me Thursday night. I'll save you a as we are! Lisa Lubner and the Nerds of JD.
seat at the Running Lecture, at ~UB, 10/8, 11/2
8:15 o.m.11/2
Alexander: Congrats on ou'r first V.B. victory.
"Truckdriver"; Homecoming weekends are Get psyched, we've only just begun .. .Love
hard on your back for sure, like sleeping on . Cllerrv, Robin, Wendy, Kathy 11/2
a mountain. Can you say insomnia? Sure Rocky: Had a maga-excellent time this past
you can. Remember "Terrific", stoke good week with you. Hope theres more to come.
times, cow, "Its the papers" and sleazy, Remember I want your... Mega like? 11 /2
slimy ... After Boston, Albany? Europe? We're
Raoul--Man, Legend, and BEAST. It was a
there. Love you, Abductor of Moo-Cow.
cool Halloween eve and the full moon
Anne-ls It true poll-sci majors are power shown brightly over Durham. The T-Hall
hunarv? 11/2
clock struck twelve and- out from the
ASB··do you still have cold hands and a shadows of the library he crept, IT WA.S TIMEI
warm heart? Happy Anniversary! Love No woman In Durham was safe from Raoul,
R.B.L. 11/2
"The Sultan of Sex". Within minutes he
Friends and residents of 69 and 34 Young devested Devine and left the smiling girls of
Drive. Being psyched, and having a great the Quad. Rampaging through Area I, the
time Is like drinking Hop Skips, your always girls pleaded for his return as he headed tor
_flying . Loved it. Thanks again. The kid from the sisters of Madbury Road. A quick plunie
New York Larry. 11 /2
w~~~l9,~ ~~ea Ill and once again, "IT W S
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SHOE .
by Jeff MacNelly

one of three charges : disorderly
conduct, resisting arrest, or
obstruction of government administration.
All but 10 charged with
misdemeanors were reJeased
between 6 p.m. and midnight
Monday. Those who identified
themselves were released on an
Adjournment and Contempfation
of Dismissal ( ACD). Those who
refused to identify themselves
posted bail or were released on
personal recognisance.
Arnie Alpert, a full-time employee of the Clamshell Alliance
and a Portsmouth resident, who
was arrested at the protest said
the relationship with police was
''very successful."
There was no apparent
violence," he said. "They simply
asked us if we were ready to go
and loaded us on the buses.
''When we reached 1 Police
Plaza in Manhattan, we were
shuffled around to several
holding pens until they took us to
the court room. We went before
the judge, identified ourselves
and were released on a summons."
The 10 protestors not released
were transported to Riker's
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collegiate crossword
1
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19

11

12

13

22

20
23
26

27

30
36
39

54

57

60
~Edward

40
41
1Flow, Orkney 42
Islands area
43
6 Abbreviation in a . 45
theatre ad
48
10 Baby's early word
14 Pa i nter Winslow~ 49
15 State assuredly
51
16 Old song, " - a
Seesaw"
54
17 See 37-Across
18 Change the decor
55
19 Twixt and tween
20 Long-legged bird
56
21 Natives of Flagstaff
57
23 Golf club employees 58
25 Sea cucumber
59
26 Mohandas Gandhi,
60
for one
61
29 Chemical suffixes
30 "Thanks !"
62
31 Medicinal plant
33 Dance like Eleano r
Powell
36 Swing around
1
37 Dean Martin song,
2
3
with 17-Across
38 Word with Major or 4
Minor
39 Cobb and Hardin
5
ACROSS

N ZJON'S Hill

Bell inventory
Crazy
Miss Angeli
spending
U.S . missile
Garment for Margot
Fonteyn
Shows plainly
Cards left over
after dealing
"I cannot te 11

6 Prefix for medic
7 1976 Wimbledon champ
8 Questioned after
cross-examination
9 Money in escrow,
e . g. ( 2 wds. )
10 Rigg and Ross
11 Capital of Jordan
12 Event
13 Relatives of ifs
22 13-nation cartel
24 Result of a
Catchall abbreviblast
ation
26 Before the " - Kick Out of 27 Friend
You" ,
28 Like a saying
Love,"' in Valencia 32 Suffix for Euclid
33 Brutally harsh
Actress Naldi
Slow, in music
34 spumante
souci
35 Certain tense
38 Basic quantities
Flat-bottomed
vessel
40 Singer Edith 42 Toolbox standby
These: Sp .
44 Ineffective
45 Majorca seaport
DOWN
46 Tear producer
Teheran sovereign 47 Prefix: at rest
Attend
49 Pasture sounds
Shapeless
50 Shredded cabbage
Br i ng a speech to 52 Maestro Klemperer
a close
53 Inner portion of a
"We alone"
Greek temple
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release this morning.
Alpert received no fine and was
not scheduled to return to court.
The arrest did not bother him and
he felt the demonstration was a
success .
"I think that by itself it's not
tsland jail for the night. Two of going to stop nuclear power. It's
these were released Wednesday, part of the big picture. It's a good
seven Thursday, and the final way of taking our issue to the
dempnstrator was scheduled for

Wall Street
Eyeglass Savings
from the full service specialists of

LUNETTE OPTIQUE
LICENSED OPTICIANS

20 %
Discount for all UNH
students and faculty
Just bring in your prescription or let us copy it
from your eyeglasses.
AO Soft Ct'ntact Lenses

S195.

ri. & Sat.
No~. 2,3

North Dallas Fourty

6:30
8:30

Nick Nolte
. R et
A Cl assic
urns
"K"ang of Hearts''

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Complete

Sun.&Mon
Nov. 4,5

466 Central Ave.
749-2094
UPPER SQUARE, DOVER, N.H.

O

6:3
8:30

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

We're on the Kari-Van UneU

Tues only
Nov.6

*Does not include sales or contact lenses

"Turning Point"

6:30

Anne Bancroft
•
Shirley Maclame

8:45

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

UN H Celebrity Series
New Hampshir e
Symphony

Tonight all seats $1.00
Wed. only
''The Last Picture Show''
Nov. 7
Timothy Bottoms

6~30

8 45
:

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Coming- "Midnight Express"

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Every Wednesday is $1.00 night
!~~~~~~--=--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

-, !;&.

Thursday, November 15 at 8 p.m.
Johnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center
" ... solid, disciplined, grand."
U.S. premiere of Anton Bruckner's Symphony no. 4
("The Romantic"); Mendelssohn's Pi<;Jno Concerto no. 1;
Franck's Symphonic Variations for Piano and Orchestra;
and Johann Hummel's "Six Waltzes ." James Balle,
conductor; Stephanie Brown, piano soloist. To be
taped for airing on Channel 11 at a later date.
UNH Students'& Senior Citizens, $4.50 in advance
General Public & All Tickets at the Door, $6.50
Memorial Union Ticket Office· 1Oa.m.-4 p.m. weekdays
Telephone: (603) 862-2290.

people with financial power,"
Alpert said.
New Hampshire affinity groups
.Participating in the protest included two seacoast groups, two
southern N.H. groups, an Upper
Valley, Merrimack Valley, and
Concord area group, according to
Alpert.
Andy Ouellette, a UNH senior,
and a member of the Hanta Yo
affinity group, said the protest
cirP.w attention to the energy
issues from the apethetic.
''The blockading of ·the entrances to the stock exchange,
the march and the arrests are one
way to get attention from people
who won't listen to the issue."
Negative reaction ~o t~e
demonstration crune primarily
from businessmen who felt their
right to was violated and who
expressed a lack of credibility in
the protest.
Three investment brokers for
the Wall Street office of the E.F.
Hutton Company watched the
early morning events from a
nearby s~ecl corner.
''These poor crazy mixed up
people. This won't accomlish
anything. u·s only a parade for
the investment bankers they're
challenging," one br~er said
"This crowd has no credibility.
~hese people don't even appear
to be responsible. They look like
degenerates - - welfare cases,_"
another broker said.
The broker refused identification as they had "skipped
out on work for a glimpse of the
show."
The festive air of the protest
stemmed from the 10-piece jazz
band gultM p~~n, and two
prot~stors on stilts who led the
crowd in anti-nuclear songs such
as
'Ain't
GonnR
Study
Ward
No
Mo~··
and
' 7~wn
By the
Sto~
Exchange"

The UNH Glas s
is Back !

FIREHOUSE

only

Restaurant and
Lounge
1 Orchard St. Dover, NH

when tilled with ice cold

749-3636'

Coke ~

(while supplies last!)

Dining room 11 a.m. to 1Op.m ..
Lounge 11 a.m. until legal closing
open 7 days
Sunday footbal crowd free hors d'ourves 1-4
Monday night football gang free hors d'ourves 7-10

Enjoy fine food, drink
and entertainmen t in the company
of good friends
Entertainment

-Brought back by popular demand, this quality
16 ounce UNH drinking glass is now available at the
Burger King Restaurant on campus in Durham.

Qumt~ Fri. &Sat 11/2 & 11/3

~SQJSfff

Fleet Street Shuffle
(Rhythm & Blues) •Dancing•
~wed 11/7 Cormac McCarthy (fol

..

_ : . "Enjoy yourselves in our w; _er
·, ~ restaurant
Suzelle's Rt.16 Somersworth

Burger King®Hours: Sun.-Thurs. 10:30 a.m.-12:00 Midnight
Fri. & Sat. 10:30 a.m.-1 :00 a.m.
~

BURGER

KING

~ ~P_)

Special exhibition game

Cager~

to take on
Yugoslavs Monday
By Bill Nader
.
Officially, the UNH basketball
season does not open until
November ·30 but Lundholm
Gymnasium will be very much
alive Monday night at 7:00 when
the Wildcats host Cibona , a Yugoslavian team.
The Durham stop-over is the
first of a 16 day tour the Yugoslavians will be making of the
eastern coast.
Cibona, a team from Zagreb,
Yugoslavia, finished third this
past season in a Division One
European league. They are led by
6'9" captain Andro Knego, the
lone member of the Yugoslavian
national team which captured the
silver medal in the Montreal
Olympic Games.
In October, 1978, Mihovil
Nakic, Damir Pavlicevic and Aco
Petrovic joined Knego on the
National Team which won the
World Amateur Basketball
Championship irrManilla, Phillipines. They all have an excellent
chance at ma\dng the National
Team for the 1980 Olympics in
Moscow.
Head coach Mirko Novosel was
coach of the National Team from
· 73-77, c.ompiling an impressive
record of 39-14 during that span.
His teams were 8-0 against the
USSR National Team and also
won two European Champion-

ships in addition to the Olymp.ic
Silver Medal. Novosel currently
heads the Yugoslavian Basketball Federation and their Olympic selection committee.
In his eleventh year as UNH 1 ·
head basketball coach, Gerry
Friel said "this is a tremendous
honor to be an ambassador of international relations. It's a great
experience but we are up against
an outstanding basketball team.''
UNH co-captains Ken Herbert
and Paul Dufour are the only
seniors on a 12 man roster which
includes a total of nine freshmen
and sophomores. Herbert has a
stressed fracture of the tibia
(leg) and will miss Monday's
coµtest leaving Dufour as the
only experienced starter.
Bob Neely sacrificed his freshman season to a knee injury and
has seen limited practice this
year because of ligament
Cibona, a Yugoslavian basketball team, will be the guests of the UNH cagers Monday night
damage to the ankle. But injuries
at the Field House. Cibona is headed by Mirko Novosel, former head coach of the
are only part of the problem. LetYugoslavian National team which garnered a silver medal in the Montreal Olympics.
terman Dana Chapman is a victim of academic suspension and
dingly.
,
.
the Wildcats will be without his for our always tough schedule."·
affair.
Cibona has a definite height
Keith Dickson and Brendan
services for at least the first
This is the first stop for the advantage with nine players
VanDeventer, the leading
semester.
listed at a minimum of 6'6" com"It is early in the year and scorers of last year's 10-16 team, Yugoslavians and despite the
being a young, banged-up team, have been lost to graduation. goodwill talk, Cibona did not pared to only four for UNH. The
we are not executing well," said Without their leadership this come all this way to lose. Coach Yugoslavians appear to have an
Friel. "We are approaching this early in the season a g~me a- Novosel heads the committee edge in every aspect of the game
game as a learning experience to gainst a team of the cahbe~ of that selects the National Team except for the home court advan·
see who can play in preparation Cibona could easly be a one sided and his men will play accor- tage.

SPORT SHORTS·

Stick
Jahlonski

Crew club wins finale
The UNH crew team ended its season in fine fashion last
weekend as it captured the Snake· Regatta in Worcester. UNH
defeated URI, WPI, Holy Cross, Lowell University and Assumption College . .
The men's and women's novice eights both won their respective
races and the men's and women's fours both placed second over
the winding 2. 7 mile course.
The women's varsity eight posted their fastest time by over 40
seconds yet were disqualified for turning around an island the
wrong way.
The men's lightweight boat, however, stole the show with a
third place performance behind the WPI and URI heavy weights - finishing only eight seconds out of first. This is the same boat
which finished eighth in the Head-of-the-Charles two weeks ago.

UNH hosts
waterpolo tourney
UNH will be hosting this year's New England Waterpolo chamthis Saturday,and Sunday, November 3 and 4, beginning
at 10:00.
·
.
The top six teams from the Division II Northern and Southern
Leagues will be invited to the round-robin tournament with the
semi's and finals to be held on Sunday.
Boston College, Rhode Island, UConn, Iona College, Williams
and Trinity wiU,be the participating schools. The tournament is
free.

pionship~

na1ned captain

Senior Greg Jablonski of Newmarket has been named captain
of the 1980 University of Ne'Y Hampshire baseball team. A
graduate of Phillips Exeter Academy, Jablonski batted .301 for
the Wildcats last year.
"Greg is the ideal choice for captain," said head coach Ted
Conner. "He is an outstanding athlete and very fine leader."
The son of Mr. and Mrs. Chester Jablonski of 15 Prescott St.,
Newmarket, Greg has been on the team for the past three years
and was the starting second baseman last year. He is a chemical
engineering major at UNH.

Hockey hosts Lowell
Head coach Charlie Holt and his hockey team will attempt to
get it back together Sunday evening when they host the University of Lowell at Snively Arena. Game time is 7:00.
Lowell is the defending Division II national champions coached
by Bill Riley, a familiar referee on the Division I cir~uit. To date,
Lowell has played in one exhibition game, losing to Providence
College by a score of 8-2.

Wo1nen's volleyball
Jane Job's volleyball squad takes to Rhode Island, tomorrow, to
participate in the URI tournament over the weekend . The 11-13
Wildcats haven 't been able to live up to their potential this season ,
poor individual performances and team unrest being the major
factors.
Following the URI tourney, UNH ends the season with a home
match against Southern Connecticut on November 10. ,

"Old Grad" count
If you've lost track, the "Old Grad" count is up to 300 dollars.
The "Old Grad," 1948 UNH graduate Ken R. Mattern, donates 50

dollars to the UNH 100 Club for every week in which he loses on
the Morning Line.
- Out of eight weeks, his record stands at 2-6.

W01nen 's cross-country
Led by sophomore sensation Beth Clark, the UNH women's crosscountry squad will run at the EAIAW Regional Sunday in West
Chester, Pa.
The women harriers are coming off a 11-1 season., their best in
their short. three year existance.

women
•
Will
1-0

'

FIELD HOCKEY
continued from page 20
rebound of a shot on a penalty
corner.
"It (rebound) just happened to
deflect to the right," said Foster.
··1 was there so .I just flicked it
in."
Haroules later scored in the
second half ,to give the Wildcats a
2-0 cushion . Bridgewater, who ·
has lost to both UMass and
UConn by ·2-1 scores, later sliced
the lead in half to make a game
out of it, but UNH held on.
According to Rilling, bumpy
field conditions played a factor in
the contest.
"The field was fine for our
running because we're a fast
team ," she said, "but it was so
bumpy that we couldn't control
the ball. It was a game of misses,
but the goals were still very
good."
Tomorrow's contest against
Southern Connecticut could be a
nice way to finish the season.
Southern Connecticut hasn't
shown any strength to speak of
this year, but Rilling said that
UNH will still play as hard as if
they were playing UMass.
To enter the Regional playoffs
at 10-1-2 would surely put UNH
close too, if not on top of the
favpred category. The timing
seems right to peak during the
weekend of November 16 and 17.

Hockey hosts
Lowell
Sundayat 7: 00
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Wildcats, Rams
to match defenses
FOOTBALL
continued from page 20
made if he had played all the
games."
The UNH quarterback will be
senior Tom Leavitt, who has had
. a tough time of it the last two
games, complet~ng fewer than 50
percent of his passes.
The Rams' soul offensive
weapon this year has been
tailback Leroy Shaw, who has 473
yards in 131 attempts with two
touchdowns.
"Shaw is an outstanding back,"
Bowes said. "But he was the entire offense, so teams ganged up
on that and stopped him."
URI has also had quarterback
problems. Neither sophomore
Greg Meyer or freshman Doug
Lewis have been able to give the
Rams the leadership they need at
that position, Griffin said.
Last week, Griffin instituted a
Veer offense in place of the
traditional I-formation. What the
Veer does is give the Rams two
tailbacks in the backfield.
Bowes said that last week when
the Rams had Shaw in with
freshman ta'ilback John Rogers
URI was able to move the ball,

even though the team didn't
score.
Freshman Terry Lynch will get
his first start at quarterback for
URI, Griffin said, "because he's
a better passer than junior Chris
Ougheltree" who is the Rams'
other quarterback .
Meyer and Lewis are qoth out
with injuries.
Wildcat notes:
Wildcat flanker Dave Loehle
leads the ECAC Division l-AA in
pass receiving with 31 catches for
444 yards ... freshman tailback
Dwight Hamsley will be back in
action this week, coming off rib
injuries. Hamsley has been one of
the bright spots for the Cats this
year ... UNH leads in the series
against URI, 30-19-5. The series
dates back to 1905 .. .Ram tailback
Leroy Shaw is only the second
URI player in history to gain
more than 2000 yards on the
ground ... URI coach Bob Griffin
thinks injured UNH center Matt
Kurylo could have been an allconference center if he hadn't
been injured and lost for the
season ... junior Skip Swiezynski
will start at fullback for the Cats
in place of injured backs Chris
Pinter and John Nocera.

For the best in
Wildcat sports coverage
read

The New Hampshire
sports pages

cat stats
CONNECTICUT
NEW HAMPSHIRE
RHODE ISLAND
VERMONT
BOSTON UNIV.
MASSACHUSETTS
MAINE

Overall

w

L

T

Pts.

T

1

w

L

4
4
3
3
2
2
0

0
0
1
0
1
0
0

8
8
7
6
5
4
0

15

4
4
2
4

0
2
1
3

1
0
3
3
4
6

7

8
6

unavailable

4
11

4
1

Men harriers to run in .NE's
Friars lost some key personnel
from last. year ' s nationally
Tomorrow the UNH cross- ranked team but they have
coun try team will compete in the recovered nicely winning the Big
New England's, the final East Conference meet.
ULowell, the ICAAAA College
championship race of the season.
The course is Franklin Park in Division Champions, · will also
Boston and back on Sept. 22 the make. their presence felt. UNH
Wildcats had a picnic devouring star Dean Kimball transferred
BU and Vermont ~ithoµt even from Lowell and will be making
wetting their appetite. There will his first appearance against his
·
be more than enough to eat . old school.
UConn owns the only two
tomorrow.
victorys over UNH and will try to
Undefeated Providence work their magic for a third time.
College, a perennial cross- The Huskies won the Yankee
country powerhouse could give Conference ·championship and
UNH indigestion, however. The have improved with eacl· meet.
Hy Bill Nader

2
2

Making the trip for UNH will be
Kimball, Gary Crossan; John
Demers, Peter Foley, K3vin
Haddock, Rich Kelly and Guy
Stearns. Everyone is well rested .
and ready to run.
"'This is not as big a race as it
has been in the past because
some schools are holding out in
favor of the NCAA Qualifiers, but
it is still a high quality meet,"
said coach John Copeland. "If we
run well tomorrow, we will run in
the Qualifiers.
The competition is tough and
the future of the UNH harriers
could depend on how hungry they
are.

Skiers net $10,000 from jog
UNH women's ski coach Byron "Buzz"
Davis has reported a profit of nearly ten
thousand dollars for the men's and women's
ski teams as a result of their Jog-a-Thon
which was held during Homecoming Weekend.
According to Davis, "just about five
thousand dollars" was raised in pledges for
the members who ran from the New Hampshire-Canada border to Cowell Stadium in
26hours.
That five thousand dollars was matched by
a Parent Association, "The Friends of UNH
Skiing" who raises its money through selling
skiing tickets donated by ski areas in New
·
Hampshire,
Davis said the money will go towards the
hiring of two assistant coaches, John Fulton
and Louise Sheldon, covering entry fees and

Soccer standings
Yankee Conference

Wildcat fullback John Nocera won't be playing tomorrow against Rhode Island because ot an
injury. New Hampshire's injury-riddened ba~kfield will start junior Skip Swiezynski at
fullback and freshman Dwight Barnsley. (Lee Hunsaker. photo)

lodging for events "over and above the UNH
schedule," and the purchasing of grooming
equipment which will aid the teams in constructing a cross-country trail in Farmington.
Fulton, a four year veteran of UNH skiing
who graduated last year, will coach the men's
team in jumping. Sheldon, a native of
Cazenovia, N.Y. with ten years of coaching
experience, will work with the women in
alpine skiing.
Davis explained the "over and above"
events as being regional and national competition which are called the "individual race
circuit."
''The kids will be racing under the UNH
name," said Davis, "but they essentially are
racing for themselves."
-LEE HUNSAKER
'

Goaltending

SCoring
Name (School)
Joe Morrone (UCONN)
Len Mercurio (URI)
Pedro DeBrito (UCONN)
Elvis Comrie (UCONN)
Mike Cloutier (UNH)
Dan Sullivan (UCONN)
Rui Caetano (URI)
Wayne Moran (UMASS)

Games Goals Assists

18
10
19
19
13
19
10
10

19
16

7
10
10
5
6
6

5
8
10
3
2
6

2
2

Pts.

24
24
17
13
12
11
8
8

P.P.G.

1.30 .
2.40
.89
.68
.92
.58
.80
.80

Games Saves Avg.
Jim Renehan (UCONN - Rochester, NY)
Bart Farley (UVM - Williston,
Howie Friedman (BU - White Plains, NY)
Gordie Tuttle (UNH - Lee, NH)
Mark Marilla (UMASS .. Albany, NY)
Skip Gilbert (UVM ·Oyster Bay, NY)
Gonsales Rico (URI - Cranston, RI)
Mike Davee (MAINE· Camden, ME)

vn

14
8
14
13
9

5
8
5

78 5.6
7.8
62
5.3
74
134 10.3
5.8
52
27

5.4

49
75

6.1
15.0

GA Avg;

10
6
11
14
10
6
12
12

.72
.75
.79
1.08
1.11
1.20
1.50
2.40
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Booters face Rhode Island
in Y C conference title game
They are currently ranked 13th in
Thirty seconds into the final the nation.
overtime period the New
Kullen reflected on Rhode
Hampshire hooters ended a 100 Island's situation, "the pressure
minute stalemate with Babson is on them. We have a great deal
College, winning 1-0, Tuesday at to gain. "
Lewis Field.
A New Hampshire win would
The Wildcats' record now secure a definite playoff spot for
stands at 8-4-2, their best ever. the Cats, according to the UNH
UNH's season will climax this coaching staff. Also, Kullen said,
afternoon when they encounter a win would signal "the firm
URI , the number two team in the establishment of our program as
East, in Kingston, R.I. at 2 p.m. one of the best in the East."
The game will be "the most
important game we have played
in the past two years," according
to New Hampshire head coc1ch
Bob Kullen.
According to Rhode Island
mentor, Gezzi Henni, "the game By Lee Hunsaker
is important for both teams
The timing is just right.
because the Yankee Conference
As the UNH women's field
championship is at stake."
hockey team (9-1-2) enters into
Kullen agrees.
its last game of the season The Yankee Conference may Southern Conn. , tomorrow,
be dissolved next year, according Memorial Field at 1: 00 to University of New Hampshire everything seems right on
varsity athletic sources. Kullen schedule.
quipped, "the URI gprne may be
Wednesday, the Wildcats
the last hurrah of the league."
downed a stubbo,rn Bridgewater
Rhode Island's Henni is also . team, 2-1, on the basis of goals by
Which way did it go? UNH fullback Mike Colburn looks for the - deeply concerned over the fact Patty Foster and Gaby Haroules
ball froma loftier position in UNH's 1-0 win over Babson, that a loss to New Hampshire and in doing so solidified their
may eliminate the Rams from an position as one of the top three
Tuesday. <Bill Hill photo)
NCAA Division I tournament bid. teams in New England.
By Kevin Provencher

In Tuesday's contest freshman
hooter Scott Reither scored the
game-winner <his first varsity
goal ) in the second overtime
period when he took a carpet pass
from Saied Miremadi, raced
unmarked along the left wing,
and fired a left-footed rocket into
the Babson net's far corner.
The Wildcats wear the grin of
the' Cheshire Cat as they pull into
Kingston today to do some more
giant killing.

Stickwomen

Time to Change
for Leather Lungs
Just yesterday I happened upon an old friend which I hadn't seen in
a long time.
In fact, the last time I rell)ember him around UNH was years ago
when UNH was playing Maine in a quagmire known as Cowell
Stadium, the last time the Wilcats officially lost to Maine, 10-0, on
Homecoming day . (Last year's 7-7 tie doesn't count as an official lost).
We nearly ran into each other as we rounded the corner of a
building from different directions. His size staggered me; huge
stomach and chest, thick, wide neck with a weather worn face, chapped from biting cold wins of seasons gone by with·a nose permanently
colored red from his consumption which he insisted was "done to keep
me warm. The playoffs always come in late November right up to
·
Christmas."
Leather Lungs.
I forgot his real name, but he didn't mind. His enthusiastic approach
to the identity coupled with decades of carbohydrate-bulking with
"anti-freeze" had softened his memory so he couldn't remember either.
·
"Leather Lungs" suited him just fine.
We shook hands for what seemed like hours, his hard vice-grip clutch wouldn't let go. A GRIN WIDENED ENOUTH TO TOUCH THE
LOBES OF EACH EAR.
"What brings you back," I asked of him.
"Not sure," he replied: "Just got that ole urge to see the U. I've been
away too long. What's happened?"
In brief I told him of the soccer team's rise to New England
prominence while the football squad labored into mediocrity. I commented on other things, yet nothing seemed to hit home as much as
football and soccer.
He would repeatedly ask me, "Now, who's this Kully character,
anyhow?" And, repeatedly, I told him. Second year coach from
Bowdoin, All-Ameri1;:an hockey dfensemen in Division II for the Black
Bears, also is assistant coach for Charlie Holt in hockey.
"What's happening to Billy (Bowes)?" he queried. .
"Just some hard times," I replied, not wanting to into lengthy detail.
I didn't think the news would have sent him into such a dizzy spell
as it did. I steadied Leather as he regained his composure.
"I guess there is only one thing to do," he gasped as he tried to
straighten his stance.
"What's that?" I asked.
'Tm going to Rhode Island."
And with that he left my vision in a shot. I hadn't a chance to tell
him that both soccer and football will be playing at URI this weekend.
Yet, for some reason I knew where he'd be.
Blaring away with a voice as coarse as Vince Lombardi's, waving
the familiar blue and white banner which reads "Go Blue." He'll stand
there in the the stands, blocking the views of those behind him with all
.
.
all-weather-proof fu r coat.
In his right hand will be his" anti-freeze"; in his left, his hot dog - the
same one with one bite out of it, relish and mustard oozing out the
side.
Yes, Leather Lungs will be in Rhode Island cheering, as he always
has, for UNH. But something tells me he won't be close to the Rams'
foo tball field.

•

Will

"We'll probably be two or
three," said UNH coach Jean
Rilling yesterday. "With Dartmouth beating UMass ( 1-0 in
Hanover) they <selection committee) can't say our beating
UMass was a fluke.''
"UConn will be first," said
Foster. "We should be second
with UMass in third. But we've
been nailed before when it comes
to seeding, so you never know."
Wednesday, Foster tallied the
first goal for UNH , coming off a
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UNH, URI match defens es
By Dana Jennings
If Jimmy the Greek picked
Saturday's football game between UNH (4-2-2) and Rhode
Island (1-6), he'd probably
predict a scoreless tie.
Both team's offenses are sputtering and the def ens es are
peaking as they prepare to meet
at Meade Stadium at 1: 30 Saturday.
The UNH defense has given up
two touchdowns in its last four
games, while the Rams' defense
shut out Maine, played UMass
tough and allowed Boston
University one touchdown.
The offenses, on the other hand,
have been thwarted with UNH
averaging about 12 points per
game and URI three.
"Saturday's game is going to
be between two good defensive
football teams," UNH coach Bill
Bowes said. "URI has played excellent defensive football.'.'

The UNH defense is led by
senior co-captain Greg Donahue.
The linebacker has 115 tackles in
eight games. Defensive lineman
Steve Hirons complements
Donahue's linebacking with 86
tackles.
The Ram defense features
senior linebacker Brian Corvese,
who has 77 tackles and a pass interception, and junior noseguard
Charlie Babbitt, who has 55
tackles, eight sacks and three
fumble recoveries.
"Babbit is the dominate force
on defense for us,'' URI coach
Bob Griffin said. "He's got speed
and desire."
-Bowes agreed that Babbit is a
"QUICK, GOOD, LITTLE
noseguard. ''
While defense will be the focus
of the game, the teams will try to
generate some offense, although
Bowes said the Wildcats will play
more conservative than they

have in the past few weeks.
"Field position and mistakes
will be a key in this game,"
Bowes said. "We can't afford to
give up the ball in good field
position. I think we'll have to play
a little more conservative for that
reason.
"We're going to rely on the
defense," Bowes said. "We don't
want to give them a break. We're
not a catch-up football team right
now. ''
The UNH offense will probably
be without sophomore tailback
Jim Quinn, who is third in the
ECAC Division IAA in rushing
with 536 yards in 112 carries and
three touchdowns.
Quinn got a concussion in last
week's game with Northeastern .
" He's had a tough season,"
Bowes said. "I would like to see
what yardage he would have
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Lee
Hunsaker

"Oid
Grad''

Dana
Jennings

Tom
Lynch

Gerry
Miles

New Hampshire at
Rhode Island

URI by 5

UNHby3

UNH by 7

UNH by 10

URI by 7

Boston University a
Holy Cross

BUby6

HCbyl

BU by 10

BUby7

HCby7

Connecticut at
VMI

VMI by2

Conn by 4

VMI by 3

VMiby3

VMI by 10

Maine at
Delaware

Del by 26

Del by 17

Del by 30

Del by 7

Del by 14

Harvard at
Brown

Br by 12

Br by 6

Br by 10

Br by 7

Br by 7

Columbia at
Dartmouth

Dart by 3

Dart by 6

Dart by 6

Dart by 3

D a rt by 10

Cornell at
Yale

Yale by 4

Ya le by 3

Yale by 3

Yale by 3

Yale by 7

rTulane at
Boston College

Tul by 6

Tul by 1

BC by3

Tul by 3

Tul by 3

Last week :
Season:

.

4-4
3-5
5-3
41 -17-2, .683 36-20-2, . 600 39-1 5-2, .,650

3-5
39-15-2, .650

3-5
41-17-2, .683

